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Wavelength Year 3 (2017-18) Activity Summary 

We’ve worked with 66 young people with diagnosed mental health conditions this year 
through the main community programme and 2 bespoke mini projects at Birmingham 
Children’s Hospital Parkview Clinic (inpatient Child & Adolescent Mental Health Service) 
and at Ardenleigh (Forensic Child & Adolescent Mental Health Service unit). We worked 
with 45 young people in the mini projects (through 55 group sessions (2 or more young 
people) and 21 one to one sessions), over-achieving on our target of 4 young people per 
setting. We engaged 21 different young people in the main community programme, 
including 7 young people continuing engagement from years 1 & 2. Of the 66 participants, 
35 were ‘core’ (attending 3 or more sessions). 

Across the main community programme this year we delivered:140 one-to-one music 
sessions, 10 group sessions (ensemble skills), 10 songwriting sessions, 16 half-day 
recording sessions (8 days), 2 social opportunities (seeing the Switch at Sunset concert at 
the mac, plus a party with fish and chips) and 10 family support sessions. We held an end-
of-year sharing with a signposting marketplace on 7th July at mac (Midland Arts Centre). 

We provided further development support to 3 shadow music leaders recruited in year 1 
plus 1 new shadow music leader recruited in year 3. We trained 5 music leaders and 1 
project manager in the nationally recognised 2 day Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) course, 
below our target of 8. We did however support Mac Makes Music in recruiting for their 
MHFA training, reaching a further 8 people. We will ask permission from Youth Music to 
use the underspend on this element to train 2 more music leaders by the end of 2018. We 
have uploaded blogs to the Youth Music Network to share learning. Two training courses 
for 8 people have been delivered for parents/carers and mental health professionals via a 
partnership with BSMHFT’s Recovery College reaching 17 people. 

In Year 3, on consultation, we amended our steering group meetings to longer meetings on 
a bi-annual basis, to ensure attendees had enough opportunities to contribute to 
discussions as well as hear updates. We held 2 steering group meetings, attended by a 
core group of regular attendees from stakeholder groups directly involved in the project, 
including lead contacts from the Parkview Clinic and Ardenleigh FCAMS, BSMHFT’s Head 
of Community Engagement, a representative from the Recovery Team, Heads of both 
Birmingham and Solihull music education hubs, and mac makes music. These meetings 
also focused on next steps for the project, including activity development and fundraising 
opportunities. As reported on last year, across the project attendance from senior strategic 
staff hasn’t always been as consistent as we’d like, particularly from Forward Thinking 
Birmingham (awarded Birmingham’s 0-25 mental health provision contract), due to capacity 
issues. This year we directly addressed our concerns with Forward Thinking Birmingham 
and have gained a written commitment to improved partnership working in the future, for 
both Wavelength continuation activity and our new ‘Plugin’ inpatient project, which is a step 
forwards.  

Project recruitment this year has benefitted from improved referral contacts, now that the 
changes and handover in youth mental health provision across Birmingham and Solihull are 
embedded. The profile and reputation of the project is also growing. However, due to the 
nature of the conditions of young people applying for the project this year, this increased 
number of referrals and applications hasn’t fully translated to numbers starting on the main 
community project. Whilst initial applications have grown, due to the nature of our target 
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beneficiaries, not all applicants have been able to take the step to starting on the project 
due to their mental health and anxiety. This has been a frustration for the project team 
because the administrative tasks following an application are quite resource intensive in 
regards to completing risk assessments for each applicant to ensure that their engagement 
is properly supported and managed. Whilst we have done everything possible to support 
young people to follow up on their application, including liaising with parents and support 
workers, talking on the phone, offering 1-to-1 meetings and the opportunity just to come 
and watch a session, ultimately the young person has to be willing to give the project a go. 
Also, retention across the full project duration has been challenging this year, primarily 
because the mental health conditions of applicants recruited have been quite severe and 
some participants have been in and out of hospital. Where a participant has had to drop our 
near the beginning of the project year, we have had discussions with parents and 
keyworkers about whether to keep their place open for future engagement later in the year. 
Where this hasn’t been deemed possible, we have filled their place with another applicant. 
However, where a participant dropped out later on in the project year, it wasn’t possible to 
reallocate their place as the new participant wouldn’t be able to fairly benefit from the full 
experience (e.g., there wasn’t a full allocation of 1-to-1s left). In this case, remaining 
sessions were divided between Parkview and Ardenleigh so that young people in these 
settings could benefit from more activity outside of their mini projects, with there being such 
demand in these settings. This took the form of small group sessions (2 or more 
participants) and one to one sessions. In Year 3, group activities took place in both 
Birmingham and Solihull, to aid engagement and participation from Solihull young people 
and build on strategic links with Solar (Solihull’s youth mental health programme run by 
Birmingham & Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust). 

This year participants have largely been aged between 14-21. 6 young people with very 
significant mental health conditions have been engaged in the community programme, 
benefitting from 1-to-1 sessions, through group/songwriting sessions have been too 
challenging for these participants due to anxiety and/or risk assessment guidance. Whilst 
this has affected their opportunities for progression socially, wherever possible we have 
done our best to provide opportunities for managed collaborative working, for example 
through pairs activity with 2 participants and their artists combining their 1-to-1 sessions. 
The longer term aim is for these participants to continue to engage in the project next year 
and to attend group sessions. 7 members of the project from Year 1 and 2 continued to be 
engaged this year in group activities. 

 

Wavelength Year 3 (2017-18) Analysis of Participant Progress 

Baseline Analysis 
 
The following is a summary impact analysis of evaluation material collected from the third 
year of the Wavelength project via a creative baseline activity with ‘core’ participants 
attending the main community project. Our baseline evaluation tools were devised to use 
creative and practical activities to engage participants in the process and to enable us to 
collect data to help us monitor progress and project impact. Participants have reflected on a 
range of musical, social and wellbeing indicator statements collated from sources such as 
Youth Music’s evaluation questionnaires and from the adult wellbeing projects that we run, 
which include questions from the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS), 
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outcomes/mental health recovery star and Five Ways to Wellbeing nationally recognised 
tools. The same baseline activities were completed by participants, with the support of their 
project artist, at the beginning and end of the project to measure distance travelled. This 
data has been analysed on a cohort basis to give statistical results. 
 
Working in mental health, this data can be greatly affected by how the participant is feeling 
at the time of baseline completion if, for example, they are having a really good/bad day so 
we triangulate data to ensure multiple evidence sources and also produce contextual case 
studies. These case studies are important to add context to baseline data, for example 
sometimes a lower mark for the 2nd baseline, which might look negative, could mean that 
the participant now recognises that there is room for improvement through meeting more 
experienced musicians and has actually gained higher aspirations. Nine case studies, as 
examples, are provided at the end of this document, with each project artist having written 
case studies on a selection of the participants they have worked with. 
 
Please note that, in Year 3 we have decided not to use our baseline evaluation tools during 
the projects based at Birmingham Children’s Hospital Parkview Clinic and Ardenleigh 
Forensic CAMHS. The sessions here are mini projects and due to the nature of these 
settings and the severity of the young people’s mental health conditions, sessions tend to 
run as ‘drop-in’ group sessions. Asking such detailed questions in this context therefore 
seems inappropriate. Instead, we will rely on sessional feedback including graffiti walls and 
plenary discussions, with artist and staff observations included, also producing case studies 
where engagement and impact deems these appropriate. 
 
 
Your Music Section: 
 
This section of the baseline related to Youth Music Outcome 1. 
 
Outcome:  To develop the musical skills, understanding and communication of young 

people with mental health conditions. 
Indicators:  Participants' own assessment of their musical ability, understanding and 

communication.  
Music leaders' assessment of participants' musical ability, understanding and 
communication.  
Musical recordings showing participant progression and development.  

Evidence:  Participant revisited baseline questionnaires. Music leaders' sessional reports. 
Project recordings of participants' work, and end of year project CD. 
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Participants were shown a mixing desk. Each fader was marked 1 – 7. Number 1 (the 
bottom) meant they strongly disagreed, number 7 (the top) meant they strongly agreed. 
Fader 1 responded to question 1 below, fader 2 to question 2, etc. Participants were asked 
to move each fader to show how strongly they agreed with each question. This activity was 
done at the beginning and end of the project year, to measure distance travelled. 
 
Of members completing baseline documents at the beginning and then end of the 
project: 

 
71.4% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I am pleased with my current level of 
musical ability’. 14.2% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year, as several 
participants marked themselves towards the top of the scale at the beginning of the project. 
The most improvement was 4 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average movement was 1.57 
points. 61% of the collective potential progression points available were achieved, which 
shows excellent progress for those whose initial baselines allowed room for progression. 
 
57% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I can express my thoughts, feelings and 
emotions through my own music making’. 28.5% stayed as they were at the beginning 
of the year, again because several participants marked themselves towards the top of the 
scale at the beginning of the project. The most improvement was 6 points, on a scale of 1 to 
7. The average movement was 1.85 points. 76.4% of the collective potential progression 
points available were achieved, again showing excellent progress for those whose initial 
baselines allowed room for progression. 
 
28.6% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I am good of making sense of what other 
people are expressing though music (e.g., thoughts, feelings and emotions)’. 43% 
stayed as they were at the beginning of the year, again because several participants 
marked themselves towards the top of the scale at the beginning of the project. The most 
improvement was 3 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. As a cohort, no overall progress was 
achieved for this statement in regards to available potential progression points achieved as 
the results were skewed by feedback from 2 participants who were in a relationship 
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together prior to joining the project. We understand that their responses may reflect their 
relationship with music as a couple, rather than the project as a whole. 
 
43% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I have a good understanding of the 
different elements of music (pitch, rhythm, melody, timbre, dynamics, texture, 
harmony, structure, etc.)’. The most improvement was 3 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The 
average movement was 0.7 points. 57% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year, 
reflecting those marking themselves highly on their initial baselines. 31% of the collective 
potential progression points available were achieved, showing progress for those whose 
initial baselines allowed room for progression. 
 
57% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I feel like music making allows me to be 
creative’. The most improvement was 2 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average 
movement was 0.86 points. 42% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year. These 
results reflect the fact that many of the participants marked themselves as near the top of 
the scale within their initial baseline data. 86% of the collective potential progression points 
available were achieved, showing excellent progress for those whose initial baselines 
allowed room for this. 
 
86% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I find it easy to sing/play in front of others’. 
The most improvement was 3 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average movement was 1.71 
points. 14% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year, reflecting those who marked 
themselves at the top of the scale at the beginning of the year. 44% of the collective 
potential progression points available were achieved, showing good progress for those 
whose initial baselines allowed room for this. 
 
 
Extra Information 
 
Wavelength participants were at the heart of the songwriting process throughout the year 
both in their one-to-one sessions and group sessions. In years 2 and 3, collaborative 
sessions were structured in a weekly rotation of songwriting (focused on lyric writing, 
musical form, structure, tonality, and chord sequences), group music making (focused on 
ensemble skills and band arrangements of material produced in songwriting sessions) and 
recording (documenting new songs/tracks made in group sessions). As a result of 
participant feedback from year 2, we built into the project structure quarterly opportunities 
for revisiting and refining of group tracks, so that there wasn’t a requirement for a new song 
to be fully completed each month. This is more reflective of how composition works in 
practice and has allowed for further refinement and rehearsal time as an ensemble, 
meaning that material is better remembered for the end of year concert and is also of a 
higher performance standard. This structure worked well and has reduced the pressure on 
the project team and young people at the end of the project in regards to performance 
preparations, though we have still had enough material to produce a double CD.  
Participants made significant improvements in the proficiency of their musical skills. They 
increased their understanding of musical form and structure, chord sequences, tonality, 
texture, rhythm and feel and also lyric writing and setting music to lyrics. In addition, they 
gained an understanding of the recording and production process.  
 
Participant and parent/carer evaluations, as well as monitoring and evaluation feedback 
from music leaders, note examples of participant progress against outcome 1, including: 
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• Participant D got a lot out of the project he said that his only access to this kind of 
equipment and support was college and that could be quite prescriptive. Wavelength 
allowed him to meet people who understood him and be more creative. (SW, Music 
Leader) 

• The 1-to-1 sessions allowed Participant F to build her confidence and explore her 
own musical creativity and needs. The group sessions gave her much needed 
positive feedback on her musical ability. (SW, Music Leader) 

• Participant C wanted to learn to play lots of different instruments. Having access to 
this project meant she could choose the activity she wanted to engage in as she 
went along. This has led to her finding an instrument that she loves – the drums. 
(SW, Music Leader) 

• Participant E found the introduction to Foley and sound recording really inspiring. 
Access to this equipment and skill set was great for her engagement. (SW, Music 
Leader) 

• At the start of the project Participant A would rarely would say a word, she would 
look down and in fact we would struggle to make an eye contact. She often would be 
the last one to say what she thinks (if she would say anything at all); Now she feels 
confident to talk to other participants, we often see her smiling, she sings and she 
plays instruments in groups with other young people. (MG, Music Leader) 

• “It is nice to see them smiling and actually enjoying something. A lot of young people 
have hidden talents but we might not know about it until there is an opportunity to 
engage in creative activity” (Occupational Therapist, Parkview Clinic) 

• In one-to-one sessions Participant D had a really clear idea of how he wanted things 
to sound and spent ages choosing sounds, rhythms and melodies. I helped him to 
craft his words and as he saw that this was working and helping his timing, he got 
much more comfortable with asking for advice and support. His timing was improving 
and as it did his false confidence (which was about putting other people’s work 
down) ebbed away and a real confidence in his own work began to appear. (SW, 
Music Leader) 

• Participant C spent two sessions drumming really seriously and right at the end of 
the last session she finally played a fill in time with the beat and carried on playing. 
She was so excited to finally get it that she threw the sticks in the air to celebrate. 
(SW, Music Leader) 

• At the start of the project Participant B struggled to form ideas and create lyrics and 
now she can write structured lyrics by herself which could work very well as a 
transferable skill. (MG, Music Leader) 

• Participant G greatly improved his skills on music technology and is looking forward 
to collaborating with Participant D in the future. (JS, Music Leader) 

 
 
Parent feedback includes: 

• " This programme has given [Participant H] the opportunity to play keyboard and 
improve his vocals.” (Participant H’s mother) 

• Participant C2 (a wheelchair user who joined in Y2) is home schooled as she felt she 
did not fit in at the special school she was placed in. Through the project she has 
developed from hardly saying a word to being the main contributor in group 
sessions. She has gained a place to study music performance and technology at 
BIMM from September, has passed her Grade 7 singing with distinction and has 
completed her Silver Arts Award (awaiting moderation). Mum states: 
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“The Wavelength team are experienced musicians with a variety of skills which they 
willingly share in a safe and inclusive environment. [Participant C2’s] overall musical 
skills have come on in leaps and bounds. She has learned new skills and become 
more confident with others, often trying things she would of never done before. 
Going from a shy nervous teenager to a confident musician willing to share her skills 
with others. She has also built her confidence in performing and recording music. 
Many of the young people she has met also help each other in developing their 
musical skills too.” (Participant C2’s mum)  

• “Participant O1's musical skills have greatly improved, this is something now, that 
she can do, that perhaps others around her can't and it has made her realise that 
she is good at something. Her communication is much better. Previously she rarely 
spoke in a social situation and if pushed would resort to mime. She now takes a little 
time to settle and she needs time to think about what she wants to say, but she will 
speak out and give you her thoughts and opinion. Participant O1 has loads of ideas, 
but others help her to put these ideas over, so working with others has helped this.” 
(Participant O1’s dad)  

 
Participants’ names have been coded in order to maintain anonymity. 
 
Recordings were taken at the end of every session, as an aide memoir and also to chart the 
musical progress of participants. Informal recordings from group sessions were used as a 
basis for development and refinement in quarterly group song refinement sessions and for 
the recording sessions, which focused on creating tracks to be included on the CD, 
alongside tracks written by individuals in their 1-2-1 sessions. 
 
In conclusion, our indicators and evidence (from monitoring, sessional recordings and/or 
evaluation) show that all of the young people engaged, even those not retained for the 
whole programme, showed some development of musical skill, understanding and 
communication. Some young people showed a significant improvement in specific areas 
(e.g., rhythmically or technically on specific instruments, or with using a specific software 
programme) over a short period but the most impact shown was where young people 
engaged for a longer duration and were also able to access group activities. 
 
This year we again produced a double CD showcasing the musical outcomes of the project 
due to the amount of material young people had created through individual tracks and 
group songs. Please visit our Soundcloud account to listen to the work created: 
 
https://soundcloud.com/quench_arts/sets/wavelength-year-3-2018-cd-1 
https://soundcloud.com/quench_arts/sets/wavelength-year-3-2018-cd-2 
 
The project structure this year created a real focus for each session, with content feeding 
into the next session in a monthly rotation of songwriting, group music making and 
recording sessions, as mentioned. In Year 3, the revised the project structure allowing more 
time for the refinement and rehearsal of group tracks, further developed ensemble skills 
and confidence. This worked very well and we produced 6 good quality group tracks for the 
CD. 
 
 
 
 

https://soundcloud.com/quench_arts/sets/wavelength-year-3-2018-cd-2
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It’s All About You Section: 
 
This section of the baseline related to Youth Music Outcome 2. 
 

Outcome: To develop the resilience, confidence and self‐worth of young people with 
mental health conditions. 

Indicators: Participants' own assessment of their resilience, confidence and self‐worth. 
Music leaders' (and other professionals', where relevant) assessment of 
participants' resilience, confidence and self‐worth. 
Participants' involvement in project performance, recording and accreditation 
opportunities. 

Evidence:  Participant revisited baseline questionnaires. 
Music leader sessional reports and case studies on each participant. 
Registers and documentation from performance/recording/arts award 
opportunities. 

 
Participants were shown a picture of a star and asked to imagine that they were the star. 
Each point of the star was marked 1 -7. Number 1 (the inside) meant they strongly 
disagreed, number 7 (the end of each point) means they strongly agreed. Participants 
were asked to colour in each point of the star to show how strongly they agreed with each 
question. This activity was done at the beginning and end of the project year, to measure 
distance travelled. 
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100% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I’ve been feeling relaxed’. The most 
improvement was 5 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average movement was 2.57 points. 
0% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year.  69% of the collective potential 
progression points available were achieved showing significant improvement on a cohort 
basis.   
 
71% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I’ve been feeling confident’. The most 
improvement was 3 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average movement was 1.57 points. 
29% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year. 44% of the collective potential 
progression points available were achieved. 
 
86% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I’ve been feeling useful’. The most 
improvement was 4 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average movement was 1.71 points 
and 14% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year, reflecting the fact that many of 
the participants marked themselves as at the very top of the scale in their initial baselines. 
52% of the collective potential progression points available were achieved, showing good 
progress for those who allowed room for progression in their original baseline scores. 
 
57% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I’ve been feeling good about myself’. The 
most improvement was 2 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average movement was 0.71 
points. 29% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year. 31% of the collective potential 
progression points available were achieved. 
 
71% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I’ve been feeling like I can cope with 
challenges’. The most improvement was 2 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average 
movement was 1 point. 29% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year. 37% of the 
collective potential progression points available were achieved. 
 
 
Extra Information 
 
Particular examples of participant progress towards this outcome include: 

• “[Participant H] seems more confident in his musical ability and has shared some of 
his singing with his friends. He feels proud of what he has achieved” (Participant H’s 
mother). 

• “Along with [Participant A’s] confidence, her self-worth has definitely grown. She 
knows that she can do it now and although she doesn't take compliments very well 
she knows deep down that her original song is awesome!! She has also been 
teaching her younger sister how to play the ukulele and that's down to gained 
confidence and belief in herself found Wavelength.” (Participant A’s mum) 

• Participant N2 developed enough confidence to apply for and get a full time job this 
year after last year obtaining a part time one. He supported Y3 as a peer mentor. 

• “When [Participant C2] first came to Wavelength she was at a particularly low point 
in her life, isolated and quite unwell. Wavelength one to one and group sessions 
have empowered her to not just get through each week, looking forward to sessions, 
but to look forward all be it only into the near future (as she struggles to see into her 
distant future) to next month and next year. It has empowered her to want to share 
her experiences of life with others and to be a mentor herself. Life is for living and 
dispute the physical and emotional struggles it’s worth it.” (Participant C2’s mum)  
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• Participant A said at the beginning of the project that Wavelength was the only extra 
curricula activity they took part in. Against everyone’s expectations Participant A got 
up and performed at the end of her year and was by that time signed up to study 
music technology at college. (PC, Music Leader) 

• It’s really nice to see Participant N2 moving on to the next stage of his life and 
building up his confidence enough to find work and learn to drive. (JS, Music 
Leader).  

• When it comes to resilience I think Participant C2 has to be pointed out as in the last 
year there have been several times when she might have felt let down by the 
educational system (Access to Music withdrew her place to study for a BTEC as they 
could provide for her support needs), but as she was actively taking part on 
Wavelength project she had something to feel connected to, sessions to look forward 
to. No matter what was happening, she took every opportunity to have sessions and 
eagerly kept on learning more about music. Eventually she was brave enough to 
attend two different exams at music college (grade 7 singing and an audition for 
BIMM) and was successful with both. (MG, Music Leader)  

• It was a delight in the end of project sharing concert that [Participant A] had the 
confidence to perform on her own, and [Participant F] kept singing in the group song 
even when she realised she was the only one singing! (MH, Shadow Music Leader) 

• I was particularly impressed with more experienced members of the group such as 
[Participant N2] and [Participant C2]. Over the course of the year, I witnessed a 
number of times where they were able to support more vulnerable members of the 
group with quiet encouragement in the right way. For all participants this would have 
meant a lot; for the newer members, having direct peer to peer support would have 
given a greater sense of involvement and respect, for the longer lasting members 
this would have emboldened and heightened their own sense of self. In my opinion 
this is one of the biggest successes of the project because for a young person to 
step outside of their own problems and assess the situation and vulnerabilities of 
another, requires a great deal of awareness, insight and selflessness. (KS, Shadow 
Music Leader) 

• Participant O1 attended Wavelength for all three years. It was wonderful to see how 
she showed more and more enjoyment as the project progressed and went from 
saying virtually nothing in the first session to making plenty of jokes in the most 
recent group session and even supporting other participants with less confidence 
(PC, Music Leader) 

 
3 young people achieved their Arts Award Bronze in this year and we will imminently be 
submitting 3 more Bronze and 1 Silver for moderation.  
 
Over the third year of Wavelength, 18 young people attended (with additional one-offs) the 
main community-based project group/recording/performance opportunities (a mix of new 
participants and members from previous years). Several young people on the main project 
were unable to access group sessions within their first year due to anxiety or as a result of 
risk assessments given by keyworkers. Where participants were unable to access full group 
activity, some participants were introduced to collaborative working by combining or 
overlapping participants’ one-to one sessions and/or using other participants to contribute 
to the recording of their tracks, wherever possible. 
 
The end of year project sharing and CD launch, in the Foyle Studio at mac on 7th July, was 
a real success, despite the clash with England’s quarter final World Cup football match. 6 
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participants were unable to attend the concert because of their mental health (they were 
either in hospital or their risk assessment/keyworker advice didn’t support this) but, with 
participants involved from previous years, there was plenty of group material to perform in 
addition to individual performances from other Year 3 members of their personal tracks 
created in 1-to-1 sessions. Due to the football, and the heat wave that week, we ran the 
concert with no interval which worked well for participants and families. As per last year, we 
marketed the event as an informal sharing, predominantly targeted to parents, families and 
keyworkers, though again the concert was well attended, despite the football. This resulted 
in a real sense of occasion and achievement for the young people involved, and a lovely, 
supportive atmosphere. For the first time, the parents who had attended sessions also 
performed a song that they had written. All participants received a CD of the original tracks 
created in the project from their one-to-one and group sessions, and a certificate was 
presented to all present. 
 
 
‘How You Doin’?’ Section 
 
This section of the baseline related to Youth Music Outcome 3. 
 
Outcome: To develop the social skills and team working of young people with mental 

health conditions. 
Indicators: Participants' own assessment of their social skills and team working. 

Music leaders' (and other professionals', where relevant) assessment of 
participants' social skills and team working. 
Participant reps' focus group interviews/reflection about participants' social 
skills and teamworking. 

Evidence:  Participant revisited baseline questionnaires. 
Music leader sessional reports and case studies on each participant; project 
manager observation reports on sessions visited. 
Notes from participant representative discussions at Steering Group 
Meetings. 

 
 
In this section the music leader showed their participant a scale of 7 notes from low to high. 
Participants were asked to play a low sound on the keyboard in front of them if you 
disagreed, raising up to a high sound on the keyboard if they totally agreed, with all the 
notes in between if they thought they didn’t quite agree or didn’t quite disagree. If were 
totally unsure, they could press note 4.  
 
43% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I feel that I have good social skills’. The 
most improvement was 1 point, on a scale of 1 to 7. The average movement was 0.29 
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points. 43% stayed as they were at the beginning of the year. 13% of the collective potential 
progression points available were achieved. 
 
57% showed improvement in the statement, ‘I feel that I am good at working in a team’. 
The most improvement was 2 points, on a scale of 1 to 7. 43% stayed as they were at the 
beginning of the year. Despite 57% showing improvement against this statement, on a 
cohort level no overall collective progress was achieved for this statement in regards to 
available potential progression points achieved as the results were skewed by 2 
participants who were unable to access group activities due to their mental health and 
therefore felt that they had significantly declined in this area. 
 

Extra Information 
 

This year we have had 6 community participants on the project who, whilst significantly 
benefitting from project opportunities, were unable to access group activities throughout the 
year and therefore this has affected achievement against this outcome in year 3. When 
setting up the project we had initially envisaged that applications would largely be weighted 
towards early intervention but in year 3 the young people that we have worked with have 
had significant diagnosed mental health conditions which has made attending group 
sessions challenging and/or inappropriate. For those that did attend, this was a real 
achievement in regards to development of confidence and a significant step forward for 
their recovery. Through ice breakers, warm-ups and songwriting, participants got to know 
each other and slowly lost some inhibitions/anxieties. Examples of progress include: 

• “While [Participant H] still prefers 1:1 interaction rather than groups, doing this 
programme has given him something to share with his friends.” (Participant H’s 
mum) 

• “I believe that [Participant A’s] social skills have improved a lot. I think it helped that 
she made friends with [Participant C2] pretty much straight away, but she is also 
able to socialise and have those skills with other people of different ages. She 
always comes out of Wavelength session (group and 121) with a big smile on her 
face!!” (Participant A’s mum) 

• “[Participant C2] is by nature shy when she meets new people and it can take her a 
while to settle into a new setting and talk to anyone. Wavelength group sessions in 
particular offer a safe and encouraging environment which have allowed her to 
develop the ability to talk to participants and leaders alike and to share her ideas and 
chat openly. She will now without prompting chip in on sessions and talk to and 
introduce herself to new members.” (Participant C2’s mum) 

• “[Participant O1] is becoming more confident in her music; it has helped in her social 
life as it has given her confidence and she has realised she wants to be like others 
and is working hard on her independence. The Wavelength project has given her 
'her voice'. Previously she was very quiet and would be reluctant to speak up as she 
lacked the confidence to share her thoughts.” (Participant O1’s dad) 

• [Participant I] struggled to talk even to me in a 121 setting at the beginning of the 
project. It’s ended with him reaching out and wanting to collaborate with other 
members of Wavelength. (JS, Music Leader) 

• [Participant F] found that the group sessions boosted her confidence: she was quite 
shy at the beginning and would not sing at all; by the end she was singing solo lead 
vocals. (SW, Music Leader) 

• The group became a tight knit team, working together well. The young people were 
aware of their own strengths, but were also confident enough to try new roles, such 
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as playing guitar instead of mainly singing, etc. It was nice to see this role swapping 
occurring more as the project developed - not only because the young people were 
confident enough themselves to try a new role, but also because others in the group 
felt confident enough to ‘allow’ others to do so, i.e. if someone had always played a 
certain instrument, it can be intimidating if suddenly another person does it instead, 
and then also turns out to be good at it. This can affect someone’s self-worth and 
can undermine their role. However, the young people clearly felt confident enough 
for this not to affect them in this way. (MH, Shadow Music Leader) 

• Participant D became much more capable of performing in front of others and 
collaborating. He also learnt to support others. At the beginning, he had a tendency 
to knock other people’s work but by the end of the project he could see value in all 
stages of creativity. (SW, Music Leader) 
 

 
In the community programme, we have run 10 group, 10 songwriting and 16 production 
sessions, focused on building team working skills this year. We provided 2 social 
opportunities: a trip to see ‘Switch at Sunset', an outdoor gig by mac makes music and a 
celebration party with food and jamming. In addition, for participants unable to access the 
main group sessions, we provided the opportunity for collaborative working within their one-
to-one sessions wherever possible. Several participants are in regular contact with each 
other outside of project sessions, proving that friendships have been formed. In addition, 
participant I, who wasn’t able to attend any group sessions this year due to anxiety, is now 
seeking to collaborate musically with participant N2 and participant G is actively producing 
new music with participant D outside of project sessions. 
 
In year 3 we allocated 2 participant representatives roles to older, longer-term project 
members. One left the project during the year as a result of gaining employment and also 
joining a community choir; the other fulfilled the full role across the year. He has contributed 
to our training for mental health professionals and parents, giving a service user point of 
view. This participant, who has also recently turned 26, has volunteered as peer mentor in 
Year 3, supporting new participants with the musical and personal skills that they have 
gained through the programme. 
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Five Ways to Wellbeing Section 
 
This section was added in order to help participants set their own personal goals for taking 
part in the project, related to the New Economics Foundation, ‘Five Ways to Wellbeing’ 
(http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/entry/five-ways-to-well-being) 
 

 
Participants were encouraged to set personal goals for their engagement in the project 
related to ‘connect with others’, ‘keep learning’, ‘be mindful’, ‘give to others’, ‘get active’.  
 

Out of 31 personal wellbeing goals set at the beginning of the year goals, 19 goals were 
met, 7 were exceeded and 5 goals were identified by participants as still working towards 
meeting. Most of the goals not met related to participants unable to access group sessions 
where this was an initial goal due to their anxiety/mental health. 
 
 
Participant Case Studies 
 
Below are completed case studies detailing the progress of 9 community participants 
recruited onto the Wavelength project this year. We have also included updates to 3 case 
studies from participants who joined the project in years 1 and 2, to better evidence the long 
term impact. These case studies have been written by the artist working with each 
participant in 1-to-1 sessions and refer back to sessional monitoring forms from one-to-one 
and group sessions (with participant comments), participant feedback (such as graffiti walls 
and plenary reflection recordings) from group sessions, informal audio recordings of work in 
progress, participant/trainee evaluation forms for each project element and participant 
baselines/evaluations as evidence for any observations made. In addition, where possible, 
contextual information and feedback about the impact of the project for each participant has 
been obtained from health professionals/ carers/ family with permission, in order to gain a 
wider context. Some of these case studies are stronger than others in regards to evidencing 
project impact but they have all been included here for project learning. Participant names 
have been coded to maintain anonymity. 

 
 

http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/entry/five-ways-to-well-being
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Case Study 1 – Participant A 

Written by Paul Carroll (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 

Participant A, aged 15, joined Wavelength to meet new people and build her confidence. 
Her recent education took place at home, with occasional lessons at college. She comes 
from a musical family, her grandmother being a community music artist herself and her 
mum a hobbyist songwriter. Participant A has moments of depression and anxiety and is 
dyslexic. She struggles with low self-confidence and self-esteem. 
 
When I met Participant A, it was very difficult to work out her existing skills and interests. I 
got the impression that she could sing and play keyboard but would only do so at home. 
The first session was difficult because Participant A was so low in confidence she couldn’t 
even articulate what music she liked to listen to. She answered all my questions with, “I 
don’t know” or “I don’t mind,” making it very difficult to start on anything creative and offer 
her at least some control over the process by giving choices. 
 
After that I decided to give Participant A a go on everything. Over the next few sessions she 
tried keyboard, bass, guitar, drums and software production in Apple Logic Pro X. 
Participant A took an interest in bass and electric guitar and started to put her new skills 
into practice in group sessions, where the other artists also supported her in her 
development. Participant A said that a one-to-one session that changed her mood was the 
one when she first got to play bass. She said it made her want to learn an instrument. 

As regards to Logic Pro X, by the fourth session, Participant A had decided that she wanted 
to try and get into college and study music technology as she enjoyed this so much. She 
and her family were keen for her to get as much experience as possible in preparation for 
her interview. So in each Wavelength one-to-one session from then on we used the laptop 
for recording, sequencing and production, including connecting up the laptop, USB 
interface, MIDI keyboard and guitars and keyboard. As we did so, Participant A made notes 
and then the following session would repeat the process. Finally, the interview at college 
came round. Participant A took her notes and was told that not only was she successful at 
getting onto the course (depending on her GCSE results) it looked like she would be ahead 
of the other students! This made her feel really proud and you could see her confidence 
levels had improved. 

In the fifth session Participant A brought in her ukulele and played me her own gorgeous 
versions of an Ed Sheeran song and a 21 Pilots song. Her voice is amazing. I had had a 
feeling that it might be but she had been reluctant to sing in front of me until now so I hadn’t 
pushed it. It turned out that she’d only got the ukulele two months before and taught herself 
using internet tutorials! After playing these cover versions we were inspired to write a song 
of Participant A’s own. She couldn’t think of a subject to write about so we wrote about the 
only thing she would admit to being interested in when I met her: Tim Burton’s ‘Nightmare 
Before Christmas’ animation. 

Participant A says that the best thing about Wavelength was the team-working aspect and 
that she got to create new songs, “Everyone got their say.” Whilst she progressed in 
sessions at using Logic Pro X and contributed fully in group sessions, her own song moved 
forward slowly. At the same time it seemed less appropriate to create a piece for the final 
project CD using Logic software instruments. I think she was much more interested in how 
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to use music technology than using it to complete a full composition. So, in session 9, the 
last one before the CD deadline, we were going to have to record what we had of 
Participant A’s song so far. To my surprise and delight, she turned up to the session with a 
completely different song that she’d written at home, all lyrics and chords finished and 
ready to record. And to my further amazement the song was REALLY, REALLY GOOD! 
Plus it sounded great with just ukulele and Participant A’s voice so there was no need to 
spend time overdubbing vocal harmonies, percussion, electric guitars, synths etc…(which 
we didn’t have time for anyway!) 

The next surprise was at the live concert celebration at the end of the project. Staff were 
generally concerned that Participant A was not confident enough to perform live so we were 
going to go with the option of simply playing the recording through the PA instead. We did 
explore the better option of getting a group of lead artists and other project participants 
together to accompany Participant A but the week before the concert we had news from the 
family that Participant A would perform solo. And she did. And it was great! Participant A 
said that she was pleased with her song and pleased with her performance even though 
she found it “nerve-racking.” The thing she was worried about the most before going on 
stage was remembering her lyrics. Her family were there to support her and give her 
positive feedback afterwards. 

As well as packing into her experience of Wavelength writing, recording and performing a 
song of her own, learning how to use Logic Pro X and play guitar, Participant A also 
managed to complete all the work necessary to be put forward for a Bronze Arts Award. In 
her write-up she reflected on her experience of Wavelength, she wrote about one of her 
favourite bands the Red Hot Chilli Peppers, she reviewed a gig she’d gone to and taught 
her sister how to play the chords to a song on ukulele. 

Overall, Participant A says Wavelength was good for her. In her wellbeing ‘before and after‘ 
questionnaires she went up in all her ratings except one where she stayed the same. In her 
view of her music she particularly improved at ’finding it easy to sing/play in front of others,’ 
one thing that she was particularly underconfident in at the beginning of the project. She 
was happy with how she did at her first goal of simply ’going somewhere other than college 
and visiting family‘ and not only that she acknowledged that she had attended most 
sessions and enjoyed them more than she thought she would. Her second goal was to 
make friends in group sessions and she now is in touch with other project participants 
outside of sessions. Participant A also wanted to learn about music, music technology, 
ukulele and other instruments, an aim which she felt she had met and additionally ’played a 
bit on bass and keyboard.’ Participant A could not really grasp what ’Take Notice‘ meant on 
the questionnaire at the beginning of the project but after completing Wavelength she now 
sees that she “feels the most focused” when she’s playing instruments. 

Participant A now has a lot to look forward to. She says that she now plays different 
instruments, owns a ukulele and electric guitar, is singing even more at home and wants to 
learn more songs. She says that she wouldn’t have applied for college if she hadn’t gone to 
Wavelength sessions. I would say overall that Participant A has grown so much in 
confidence, knows more about what she wants in life and now speaks up about it. This will 
serve her well in her future education and music making. 

Participant A’s grandmother stated, “[Participant A] has been given the opportunity to ‘have 
a go’ on a variety of instruments – keyboard, bass guitar, electric guitar. She has been 
inspired by other participants so much that she said she’d like to play the ukulele. She 
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watched many You Tube clips of ukulele players. With a borrowed ukulele in January 2018, 
she taught herself to play it! She asked for an electric guitar for her birthday in June and 
spends many hours in her room at home learning to play different songs by bands that she 
likes on her guitar. She also now owns a semi acoustic ukulele which she spends time 
playing. Song writing sessions have given [Participant A] the chance to use many of the 
fabulous words she has stored in her head! [Participant A] has always struggled with talking 
about her thoughts and feelings and letting us know what she likes. Wavelength has helped 
her with this. The 1 -1’s she has with Paul have been really good for her. It has given her a 
positive male role model. He has built up a great trusting relationship with her. [Participant 
A] found the team sessions very difficult to begin with. Now she enjoys every aspect of 
them. This project has given her a great safe place to grow in confidence. Again, this is an 
area that she has always struggled with, especially out of her home setting. I think that 
seeing others that have the same lack of confidence as her has helped her realise that 
she’s not on her own. She said to me after one of the song writing sessions that she now 
felt confident to read out her words to share with the group instead of one of music leaders 
doing this for her. She is more able to give something a go instead of saying ‘No’. After 
saying she didn’t want to perform her song at the summer gig, she drew on all of her 
resources and did it! I was amazed. Music can be so liberating for people giving them a 
vehicle for self expression and a sense of achievement. I think especially being able to 
express and unlock their thoughts and feelings is so important.”  

 

Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant A showed improvement in the majority of areas covered in the baseline 
statements, with only 2 staying at the same level. Her greatest improvement was 3 points 
progression for the statement, ‘I find it easy to sing/play in front of others’. She also showed 
2 points progression for the statements, ‘I am pleased with my current level of musical 
ability’, ‘I can express my thoughts, feelings and emotions through my own music making’, 
‘I’ve been feeling relaxed’, ‘I’ve been feeling confident’ and ‘I’ve been feeling good about 
myself’. 
 
Participant A met or exceeded her personal aims for the project which were ‘going 
somewhere other than college or family’ and ‘making new friends’.  
 
Participant A evaluated all aspects of the project that she engaged in as excellent. The best 
thing about the project she said was, “Being able to learn more about music technology and 
meet new people who like the same music as me.” 
 
In the project evaluation, Participant A’s grandmother stated, "As a result of attending 
Wavelength, [Participant A] has gained so much confidence and self-belief, something she 
has always struggled with. Having the opportunity to have a go at playing so many different 
instruments during the sessions, she now owns and plays a ukulele and electric guitar. She 
is now keen to play me the latest song she has learnt on the ukulele even though she is 
reluctant to sing the song herself but happy to teach it to me so I can sing along to her 
playing! [Participant A] has made some good friends during the sessions and is always 
happy to attend. During her one to one sessions she has been given the opportunity to do 
some music tech - because she enjoys this so much she has decided to study Music 
Technology at college. Being able to write her own song and then perform it at the 
Wavelength gig was a phenomenal achievement. Wavelength has enabled [Participant A] 
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to start to build her confidence, given her self-belief, find a hobby she really enjoys, helped 
her find a potential career path and has therefore been life changing. I am so proud of her 
and can't thank Quench Arts and the expertise of Music Leaders enough." 

Participant A’s mother stated, “Wavelength has supported [Participant A] with her music 
skills in many ways. Before Wavelength, she didn't play any instruments but since being 
involved with the project she has taught herself how to play the ukulele and electric guitar 
and has been given opportunities to play other instruments too. She has been writing her 
own songs and often spends lots of time at home playing/making music now, which is really 
nice to see/hear. Wavelength has helped to support [Participant A] in terms of teamwork by 
involving her and allowing her to play instruments and sing in a band situation which I think 
she has really enjoyed doing. Also I'm really pleased that she has also worked in the team 
when writing the songs and seems to have made some really valuable contributions. Her 
confidence has grown a great deal since starting Wavelength. I will never forget the first 
time [Participant A] instigated and willingly had a jamming session with me at home. It 
made me feel so happy and that is due to Wavelength and the confidence it has instilled in 
her. [Participants A’s] resilience never ceases to surprise me. A classic example at 
Wavelength was her last minute decision to perform her song solo at the show. That was a 
really big thing for her, but with all the skills she has learnt at Wavelength [Participant A’s] 
ability to cope with being the only one on the stage was fantastic to see. I believe music 
helps with Mental Health conditions on a number of levels. It has enabled [Participant A] to 
express herself in a way in which she has never done before. It has helped her think about 
things in a different way by exploring different mediums and styles of writing about things 
that may be bothering her. Also, at home, if she's having a bit of a 'down day' she will often 
take herself off and learn to play another song on one of the many instruments she now 
plays which always makes her feel better about things.”  

 

 

Case Study 2 – Participant B 

Written by Meldra Guza (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 
Participant B, aged 19, was referred to Wavelength by Birmingham Voluntary Service 
Council’s ‘Talent Match’ programme. This is a programme for young people who are 
struggling with personal difficulties and helps them to find direction in what they want to do 
as a career. Participant B has anxiety, a history of self harm, an eating disorder and a heart 
condition which has led to her not being able to attend full time education for some time.  
 
Participant B was very shy and timid at the start of her one-to-one sessions and there were 
times when it was difficult to hear what she was saying as she spoke very softly. At the time 
when Participant B started to come to Wavelength sessions, she wanted to get back into 
making music and develop her musical skills. She had previously been interested in music 
but due to her ill mental health, she had stopped attending the college where she had been 
enrolled to undertake a BTEC music course. 
 
Participant B had forgotten a lot from her previous music training due to long term absence, 
however she was very dedicated to trying various things. She expressed interest in learning 
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to play guitar, to developing her singing voice, to learning music theory and creating her 
own songs. 
 
Participant B really enjoyed the one-to-one sessions, (“I loved it all and I would like to learn 
more chords next time” 6th Sept 2017) where we worked on developing her guitar playing. 
She learnt finger picking techniques as well as techniques involving holding a plectrum. She 
also learnt open chords and strumming patterns that would benefit her songwriting/ 
performance practice. We also worked on lyric writing and she wrote a song called “Believe 
That You Can” and started to work on a song called “My Happy Feeling”. We recorded 
“Believe That You Can” for the Wavelength CD and Participant B played the guitar, sang 
the main part and harmonies as well as added her arrangement ideas using MIDI. 
Participant B was also interested in strengthening her vocal ability, so we worked on 
various singing and breathing techniques, as well as working on microphone technique. 
 
Participant B enjoyed the one-to-one sessions but didn’t attend many group sessions (2 
songwriting and 2 groups), even though she said she would try. I think that very often she 
felt worried about engaging with a lot of new people, it made her feel anxious to be around 
many people. Participant B often stated she was worried that if she didn’t sing/play guitar 
well enough, what would other people would think of her. This was also demonstrated in 
her songwriting with lyrics such as, “What will they think?/ What will they say?/ What will we 
do now?” 
 
Even though Participant B struggled to take part in all of the activities due to her condition, 
she still achieved her own aims that she set at the beginning of the project. Participant B is 
now more competent in playing guitar and can also sing melodies whilst accompanying 
herself. Participant B has a much better understanding of music theory and how she can 
use it to write songs and express her emotions. As per long term outcomes, it appears that 
Participant B feels more confident about expressing her ideas and thoughts. She has 
developed that through discussion based lyric writing. At the start of the project she 
struggled to form ideas and create lyrics and now she can write structured lyrics by herself 
which could work very well as a transferable skill. 
 
We were hoping Participant B would take part in the final performance but unfortunately she 
was suddenly taken into hospital for several weeks and so could not perform. 
 
At the start of the project Participant B demonstrated a lot of self-doubt. This was also 
presented in her songwriting, such as lyrics written in September 2017, “Question after 
question of self doubt/ We’re scared all that we're doing is wrong/ Struggles and stresses 
weigh us down/ Are we good enough, brave, ready yet?”  
 
However deep down in Participant B, there is belief that she can get better and that she 
needs to keep on trying, her lyrics demonstrating this: “As long as you make that first step/ 
As long as you just try/ Escape from everything/ And believe that you can.”  
 
Participant B started to express her thoughts about the external world and not just about 
herself. She formed a new friendship which was mirrored in her lyrics: “Pretty to look at/ 
Comfort at its best/ Sharing your vibe, finding my place/ As the sun lays to rest/ My happy 
feeling.”  Participant B was also expressing how she sees the world; she realised that 
people try to keep positive when possible, finding things that make them happy. As she 
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writes in her lyrics: “People are falling in love / Escaping from things negative/ Finding 
something new/ Feeling the music/ Beginning with someone- who?”  
 
I noted numerous changes and fluctuations in Participant B’s confidence throughout the 
Wavelength project such as: 
1st session: “Participant B doubts herself very much. For the whole session I had to almost 
guess what melody she is suggesting, just by serendipity of me being able to hear a note or 
two. Something in the past has really affected her confidence levels dramatically and I truly 
hope that we can help her find her voice again. I feel that it would be amazing to get her to 
come to group sessions.” 
 
7th session: “It feels like Participant B has found aim and direction since she has decided to 
work for the next year to develop herself emotionally and musically, so her whole attitude 
and being is more focussed and dedicated to learning. She is gaining more confidence 
through all the interaction that she gets during the Wavelength sessions.” 
 
9th session: “Participant B is becoming more confident step by step, however it appears 
that her confidence fluctuates every now and again.” 
 
Whilst taking part in the Wavelength project, Participant B reached various personal and 
musicals goals and though her confidence tends to fluctuate, she has become more 
confident in sharing her ideas and actually expressing what she truly wants. Also, the way 
Participant B sees herself and the world around her is changing. At the start of the project 
every single lyric was about herself but now she has a broader view and her thoughts also 
include others. I feel that with continued support, Participant B go from strength to strength 
in her journey! 
 
Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant B showed improvement in the majority of areas covered in the baseline 
statements, with the only decline being 4 points (on a scale of 1-7) in regards to the 
statement, ‘I feel good at working in a team’, reflecting on her not being able to engage in 
group sessions due to anxiety. Her greatest improvements were 6 points progression for 
the statements, ‘I can express my thoughts, feelings and emotions through my own music 
making’ and 5 points for ‘I’ve been feeling relaxed’ and 4 points for ‘I’ve been feeling useful’. 
She also showed 3 points progression for the statements, ‘I am pleased with my current 
level of musical ability’, ‘I have a good understanding of the different elements of music 
(pitch, rhythm, melody, timbre, dynamics, texture, harmony, structure, etc.)’, ‘I find it easy to 
sing/play in front of others’ and ‘I’ve been feeling confident’. 
 
Participant B states that she is still working towards most of her personal aims for the 
project, ‘Attend all sessions’, ‘I would like to be able to confidently perform a song I've 
written and learn more about how to write more songs’, ‘I would like to be able to play in 
front of others’ and ‘Making friends in group sessions’, but exceeded her aim ‘I would like to 
be able to play with others’. 
 
In her evaluation, Participant B stated, “One to one sessions have massively boosted my 
self-esteem. The project has been very helpful and I have learnt a lot. I feel more confident 
and knowledgeable. I would like to have a career in the music industry.” 
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At Participant B’s final session, when she had just been discharged from hospital after 
being admitted 2 months ago, Participant B’s mum stated, “The project is far better than I 
ever thought it would be. Participant B has really enjoyed herself and it has helped her a lot. 
I am surprised that Participant B did so much on the project as far as recording her own 
song and playing instruments and singing”. 
 
Participant B’s mum couldn’t believe that Participant B had a song on the CD and it made 
her smile and feel very emotional. This project was the first thing she had done since 
coming out of the hospital.  
 
 
 

Case Study 3 – Participant C 

Written by Sarah Wilson (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 

Participant C, aged 16, was referred to Wavelength from Birmingham and Solihull Mental 
Health NHS Foundation Trust, who have a full care order for Participant C and, therefore, 
she resides in one of their residential sites as a looked after child. Participant C has 
struggled with some abusive family relationships in the past, is autistic and has self-
harmed. She hears voices in her head of the family member who abused her and, as a 
result, can become very agitated. Initially, Participant C received one to one supervision 
from a mental health support worker at all times, who attended Wavelength sessions with 
her.  
 
Participant C was referred to Wavelength after engagement in another project based in her 
setting so it was a real step for her to attend an external programme. This was a real step 
for her to attend external provision outside of her care home as she likes to feel safe. She 
has mild learning difficulties, finds it hard to make decisions and needs clear instruction. 
She also struggles to trust that your positive feedback is genuine or that you really want to 
spend time with her. 
 
When we started Participant C said she did not really know what she wanted to learn but 
would like to have a go at writing her own song and have a go at playing some of the 
instruments in the room. I asked her which she would like to have a go at first and she said 
piano so we played around and got to a point where we could start to learn to play. From 
there, she learned chords and how to play and record them and learned to play simple 
melodies.  
 
Moving on from this, she learnt some production skills on the laptop and started to build her 
own piece of music. We looked at structure and listened to what chords would progress 
from what we had already recorded and when we had a verse and chorus structure, we 
started to look at words. As this process progressed, she relaxed a lot and instead of 
coming in to the room shyly and not really knowing what she wanted, she would come in 
excited to engage in the next step. She became more vocal, made decisions more easily 
and was obviously proud of what she was making. 
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When it came to recording the vocal, she came in and said I want to learn drums. I think 
this was a mixture of wanting to learn drums and being a little nervous of recording her 
vocal. We spent the next few sessions learning simple drum rhythms and she loved it. 
Participant C got really excited about playing and marked her own progression, showing an 
understanding of her own improvement and wanting to push herself. She became fixated 
on wanting to learn to do fills, which she called ‘Dave’s’ and laughed about. It was really 
nice to see her enjoying herself and joking. 
 
Every session I would remind her that we had a vocal to record and one day she came in 
and said, “Lets record the song, if you think my voice is good enough?” I reassured her and 
she recorded it and took a CD away with her. She was obviously really pleased to have 
pushed through the fear. The song Participant C wrote was very poignant and heartfelt 
around missing seeing her mother as, at the moment, she is still in full time care.  
 
The next two sessions Participant C came in the room on her own. She has never been to 
an activity on her own and was really keen to tell me how much of a big deal it was for her, 
“I just feel comfortable here” she said. She spent the two sessions drumming really 
seriously and right at the end of the last session she finally played a fill in time with the beat 
and carried on playing. She was so excited to finally get it that she threw the sticks in the air 
to celebrate.  
 
As a result of doing these sessions independently, Participant C has started travelling 
around Birmingham independently to other things and no longer requires staff support to go 
out. Over the time we have been working together, she has changed her posture and looks 
and sounds much more confident. Participant C has said she would like to continue 
drumming and is looking at getting an electronic drum kit. 
 

Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant C showed improvement in the majority of areas covered in the baseline 
statements, with the only declines being 1 point (on a scale of 1-7) in regards to the 
statement, ‘I feel I have good social skills’ and 3 points for ‘I feel that I am good at working 
in a team’. This was due to the fact that Participant C really struggles with meeting new 
people due to her trust issues and the fact that she has only felt able to come to one to 
ones due to this. Her key worker had stated at the beginning that it was unlikely that 
Participant C would be able to attend group activities due to her risk assessment. Her 
greatest improvements were 4 points progression for the statements, ‘I am pleased with my 
current level of musical ability’ and ‘I’ve been feeling relaxed’. She also showed 3 points 
progression for the statement, ‘I can express my thoughts, feelings and emotions through 
my own music making’ and 2 points for ‘I feel like music making allows me to be creative’. 
 
Participant C met all of her personal aims for the project, ‘Write a song/ play an instrument’, 
‘Listening to music’, and ‘Share my music’. Participant C evaluated all aspects of the project 
that she engaged in as good or excellent.  
Participant C said of Wavelength, “I liked choosing what I wanted to learn. I’m going to miss 

it. I liked writing my own song.” 
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Case Study 4 – Participant D 

Written by Sarah Wilson (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 

Participant D, aged 21, was referred by Birmingham Voluntary Service Council’s Talent 
Match programme. This is a programme for young people who are struggling with personal 
difficulties and helps them to find direction in what they want to do as a career. J has 
autistic spectrum disorder and social anxiety. He can display both an inflated view of his 
skills and experience and also can lack confidence in his own ability depending on his 
mood on the day.  
 
In the first session, Participant D came in saying he did not know why he was here. He said 
he already had a lot of skills and he had listened to last year’s Wavelength CD and found 
some of it “laughably bad.” I asked him what he had done before and he said he was at 
college doing music production. I asked him what software he had used and he started 
mumbling about not really using much yet but collaborating with big artists across 
Birmingham. I asked him how he collaborated and he said, “I spit lyrics.” I asked to see 
some and he got two phones out and fumbled around in a very flustered way. Something 
about his initial confidence was beginning to unravel. We looked at his lyrics and they were 
brilliant. He has a great idea of how words should be crafted and how rhythm works with 
words. His subject matters were interesting and the way he used words to explore them 
was beautiful.  
 
I asked him to rap some and we found a simple beat for him to spit to. Participant D found it 
very difficult to spit in time and said it was the beat so we changed the beat several times 
and he still found it really difficult. He then admitted that this had been a stumbling block for 
him and said it would be good if we could work on his timing and learn some production 
skills. We started putting a beat together and I demonstrated some of my own raps over the 
top. It was at this point that he started to respect the process and realised that it could be 
useful to him. 
 
We were initially worried about how he may be in group activities after his comments about 
the previous Wavelength CD. Wavelength is an inclusive project and accepts people of all 
levels of ability and we wondered how Participant D would cope in this environment. 
However, we need not have worried. In his first session, he settled well into the group 
activity and contributed and was not condescending to other members of the group. In fact, 
I think he was quite surprised at how well everyone got on despite all having different 
backgrounds and musical tastes. 
 
In one-to-one sessions he had a really clear idea of how he wanted things to sound and 
spent ages choosing sounds, rhythms and melodies. I helped him to craft his words and as 
he saw that this was working and helping his timing, he got much more comfortable with 
asking for advice and support. His timing was improving and as it did his false confidence 
(which was about putting other people’s work down) ebbed away and a real confidence in 
his own work began to appear. 
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I really enjoyed working with him. His word-craft is amazing and his musical ideas are 
original and interesting. He started to learn more about production and started to do some 
of the computer-based programming independently. This was a real step forward as he 
actually began to learn how to use more technology rather than rapping over tracks by 
other people. 
 
Participant D came to more and more group sessions and his timekeeping and attendance 
got better and better. He joined in more in groups and began supporting other people 
whatever their skill level, showing a real care and kindness. His flustered nervousness 
dissipated and he would be calm and measured during 1-to1s and group sessions. He 
started building real friendships and others in the group really liked and respected him. 
Their positive feedback was really good for him and taking part in group pieces gave him 
more opportunities to perfect his word craft and timing.  
 
By the end of the year, Participant D was performing his own piece at the live show and 
forming bands and collaborations with other participants as well as performing at open mic 
nights and poetry jams across the city. After he performed at the Wavelength gig he was 
visibly over the moon with the reaction from the audience and it was lovely to see him 
smiling and chatting with everyone.  
 
As a progression from Wavelength, Participant D has already attended a Music Industry 
day delivered by Quench Arts in partnership with Birmingham Music Education Partnership 
and The SongLab and he is looking at applying to The SongLab for their artist development 
programme. 
 
Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant D showed improvement or stayed at the same level in the majority of areas 
covered in the baseline statements, with the only decline being 1 point (on a scale of 1-7) in 
regards to the statement, ‘I am pleased with my current level of musical ability’. We believe 
this is due to the fact that he had an inflated view of his musical skill at the beginning of 
Wavelength and from meeting other talented people on the project, he has re-assessed his 
own ability. Generally Participant D progressed in all areas by 1 point progression. 
 
Participant D met all of his personal aims for the project, ‘Recording tracks’, ‘Collaborating’, 
‘Learn more tech to create tracks’, ‘Listen to music created by others’ and ‘Share my 
music’. 
 
Participant D stated in his evaluation, “I would like to have a career in the music industry as 
a performer. I want to earn money from my music, I’d like to do more collaborations and get 
more of my music out there. I have enjoyed making my own beats and adding my raps to 
the group tracks. I’m proud of the CD even though there are some styles I don’t like as 
much. I’ve met some great people in Wavelength who I want to collaborate with more. I’ve 
learnt a lot.” 
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Case Study 5 – Participant E 

Written by Sarah Wilson (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 

Participant E, aged 15, was referred to the project by Spurgeons as she is a young carer for 
her mother who has health issues. She was classed as early intervention for anxiety and 
depression and they felt that Wavelength could be a good creative outlet for her to have 
some time just for herself without having to worry about others.  
 
Participant E was obviously dubious about the sessions being for her and said she only 
really liked obscure guitar music, like Alt J and Sylvan Esso. I had all the Alt J albums on 
my computer, which made me go up in her estimation as she couldn’t believe I had heard of 
them, let alone owned their albums! I hadn’t heard of Sylvan Esso, so she introduced me to 
some music and I introduced her to Devendra Banhart which I thought she would like as it 
is music of a similar style. This seemed to put her more at ease but she was still dubious 
about whether Wavelength was for her. 
 
Participant E said she had played a bit of guitar but did not like to play it conventionally. She 
stated that what she struggled with was writing words that she didn’t think were cheesy. I 
said sometimes cheesy was best and played ‘Love Will Tear Us Apart’ by Joy Division. We 
discussed how words can be crafted in many different ways and that different artists can 
sing different songs and change them completely. We got a guitar and worked out a chord 
progression that she liked. She has a beautiful style of playing and enjoyed the positive 
feedback about this, “Most people tell me I’m doing it wrong but this is how I want to play.” It 
certainly wasn’t wrong. It was unconventional but fitted rhythms well and had a very 
beautiful unique quality. Over the next few sessions we started putting some words together 
and she started being less obviously hard on herself and her ideas and seemed to trust me 
more.  
 
Participant E came to a couple of group sessions which was a real progression for her. She 
had said that she finds it hard to work with others but she seemed very engaged, playing 
her guitar her way with the other guitarists in the room. She was quite quiet but got on 
particularly well with one other girl in the room and they were chatting in the breaks. 
 
One day Participant E came into her one-to-one sessions and said she wanted to mix 
electronic sounds in like some of her favourite bands do. She wanted to mess with beats 
and we listened to some examples of messed up beats that she liked. They were Foley 
recordings that had been turned into beats. I explained the process of Foley and she set 
about banging everything in the studio with different things and recording the sounds and 
rhythms. We used these recordings to make some loops and one-shots which she crafted 
into a beat that she liked. Then we found some synth noises that she messed with and 
recorded a bass line. At this stage her disregard of the usefulness had dropped away and 
she was asking lots of questions and really engaging. At the end of the session she stated, 
“I really like what we’ve made.” 
 
After this successful session, I did not see Participant E again. We found out from her social 
worker that she had left home and was living with a friend. She kept promising to come 
back to sessions but never arrived. I think maybe it scared her to engage and start to trust 
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someone. The piece of music she contributed to, ‘The Wonderland of Lego’ was on the CD 
and was well received by everyone who heard it. I think seeing this would have done 
Participant E’s confidence a lot of good. 
 
Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
As she did not complete the project, Participant E did not give any final baseline or 
evaluation data. Of the personal goals set at the beginning of the project, we feel that she 
met these targets – ‘To play the guitar more’, ‘Share songs/artists I like’ and ‘Experiment 
with different instruments’. 
 
When we spoke to Participant E’s mum about her non-engagement, she stated that, “It’s 
such a shame. She came back after the first sessions really enthused and I wanted her to 
do it as she’s so musically talented. She’s just going through a difficult patch. She’s left 
home and hardly speaks to me. The social services are involved and are keeping an eye on 
her. I hope she doesn’t skip school as well. I think she’s lost her way but hopefully a break 
from me will do her good and she will come back to it.” 
 
A copy of the project CD has been sent to Participant E via her social worker and it has 
been left open for her to attend sessions from September if she would like to. 
 

 

Case Study 6 – Participant F 

Written by Sarah Wilson (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 
Participant F is 20 years old and has Bipolar Affective Disorder. She also has a physical 
disability, missing one lower arm limb. On joining the project, her support worker from 
Stonham Home Group stated that she thought it would be good for her to build her 
confidence.  
 
Participant F came in to the first Wavelength session saying she did not think she had any 
skills to offer. She told me her boyfriend, who had also joined the Wavelength project, was 
very musical and she would occasionally have song ideas but they were probably not very 
good. We talked about musical styles that interested her. She was a little shy so I got her to 
play me some things that she liked and she played me some R’n’B tracks. I asked if she 
thought that she would like to make one and she said, “Do you think we could?” I loaded up 
a drum machine and she found a kit with noises she liked and then she sang some 
improvised parts over the top and I helped her to learn how to play them on the keyboard. 
 
She had an obviously good ear for melody and rhythm and things progressed really quickly. 
She was quite self-conscious about her missing arm at first, especially with the keyboard, 
and said a teacher had once told her off about her fingering whilst she was having a go, so 
she had not touched one again. I explained that she could play however she wanted and 
that we could always edit things if we wanted to. This seemed to make her relax and we 
messed around for a bit, playing things like chopsticks and laughing. This was a definite 
turning point and her confidence rose visibly after that.  
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We gradually put a piece of music together that she liked and I asked her if she was having 
vocal ideas. She said, “just this” and sang the most beautiful words and melody over the 
top. I was blown away and told her how good I thought it was. She could tell that it was 
genuine feedback and said she had wondered if she could sing but had never been sure. 
We recorded it and she wanted to share it with her boyfriend, which showed a marked 
improvement in her confidence. As things progressed, she learnt more keyboard skills and 
became more confident during group sessions joining in more singing in front of other 
people having vocal ideas.  
 
MH, one of the shadow artists on the project is a recorder specialist and has also worked 
extensively with the One Handed Musical Instrument Trust (OHMI). Through her work with 
OHMI, she actually had a recorder that could be played with one hand. In one of the group 
sessions that MH was supporting, Participant F expressed an interest in the recorder and 
said that she had never had the opportunity to play a woodwind instrument before because 
of only having one hand. MH rushed to her car and brought in the one handed recorder. 
Participant F couldn’t believe that there were adapted instruments out there and worked 
hard to learn to play some notes that could be incorporated into the group song that was 
being written. In her targets for the future she wants to “contact the one-handed music 
company to see what instruments they make that I can try out.” 
 
In the earlier sessions Participant F had worried more about what her partner was getting 
out of the project so we had a conversation about her putting herself first and thinking about 
her own wants and needs. She said she could see that she did this and this was another 
turning point, which I feel led to her making a decision to share her song ‘You and Me’ in 
the final show at the mac in July 2018. Participant F would not sing it herself but did agree 
to sing lead on one of the group tracks, which was an amazing step up in confidence for 
her. She taught another member of the project the vocal line and accepted applause from 
the audience after the song had been performed. 
 
Participant F’s mum attended the concert and stated she was “very proud” of her daughter 
and she had “never seen her perform before. I can’t believe that she stood on stage so 
confidently to sing and play recorder.” 
 
By the end of the project she had made two of her own pieces of music and contributed to a 
lot of the group tracks that were recorded for the CD. She was vocally and creatively 
involved in group sessions and although she had a few wobbles of confidence, she fought 
through these and continued to allow her confidence and creativity to grow. She is now 
collaborating with other participants and setting up a studio at home with her boyfriend 
where they put down song and music ideas.  
 
Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant F showed improvement in the majority of areas covered in the baseline 
statements, with the only declines being 1 point (on a scale of 1-7) in regards to the 
statement, ‘I am good of making sense of what other people are expressing though music 
(e.g., thoughts, feelings and emotions)’ and ‘I feel that I am good at working in a team’. Her 
self-assessed decline in regards to teamworking doesn’t reflect the project team’s opinions 
and observations of her progression as she is a brilliant team player so this may just have a 
reflection on how she was feeling on that particular day. Her greatest improvements were 4 
points progression for the statement, ‘I’ve been feeling useful’ and 3 points progression for 
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‘I’ve been feeling relaxed’. She also showed 2 points progression for the statement, ‘I’ve 
been feeling confident’. 
 
Participant F exceeded or met all of her personal aims for the project, ‘Learn to do music 
tech and write songs’, ‘Begin to make music with others in sessions’, ‘Keep practising and 
try to attend sessions’, ‘Learn to write songs with others based on feelings’ and ‘I would like 
to listen to everyone's songs and give my feedback and support if needed’. 
 
Participant F evaluated all aspects of the project that she engaged in as excellent or good. 
In her evaluation, Participant F stated, “I love the variety (of Wavelength). Doing my own 
thing and then something different in groups. I like being with people – I don’t feel judged. I 
record things now so it’s not just in my head. I always want to keep music in my life and I 
just hope this project carries on.” 
 
Participant F’s support worker, Jo Tysall from Stonham Home Group, stated, “Wavelength 
has had a really positive impact on Participant F. Wavelength certainly has unearthed and 
nurtured her vocal talents. Her creative writing skills are amazing and Wavelength has 
given her opportunity and the confidence with support to explore her boundaries. It has 
been great to see Participant F grow with the project and with her being a natural caring 
person, she has the ability to make others feel at ease. She has encouraged many others in 
the group and helped them to interact which has helped her fine tune her communication 
skills in a safe and supported environment. Being part of a team has really helped 
Participant F on her recovery, to be able to feel a part of something. Collaboration with 
others has given her a chance to rekindle her fantastic interpersonal skills and in effect 
support others in the group. Participant F is a brilliant team player and the project has 
helped her to realise her potential. Participant F has had a rollercoaster ride of emotions 
over the last year and Wavelength has helped restore confidence in her. The project has 
given her confidence in others through the one-to-one support she has received. The music 
has been therapy to Participant F and has brought her back to life. Wavelength has given 
Participant F hope. She has grown so much over the length of the project and I am so 
proud to have shared her journey. The encouragement and support she gets from 
Wavelength is amazing and has helped her bounce back time and time again. I believe that 
Wavelength has come at the right time for Participant F and given her the much-needed 
support and provided the platform for her growth. It’s been a lifeline for her.” 
 

 

Case Study 7 – Participant G 

Written by James Stanley (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 
Participant G was referred to the project by Stonham Home Group. Participant G, aged 20 
was the primary carer for his girlfriend Participant F who was also on the project. He had a 
lot of responsibility on his shoulders and attended support sessions for carers. He has 
ADHD and Aspergers and has times of feeling depressed. 
 
Participant G came to his first one-to-one accompanied by his long-term girlfriend, 
Participant F. Out of the two of them, she seemed much more motivated to be involved in 
the project. Participant G was interested in music production, DJing and rapping. He had 
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fairly low confidence when it came to all of these things and I got the impression that they 
were all pastimes he used to do but hasn’t for a while. He was obviously quite isolated at 
the time, looking for work and trying to do some training courses.  
 
During his first session he clearly made a lot of progress quickly, remembering a lot of his 
old skills and creating a piece of music that he was really happy with. For a while though, 
this was the only progress he really made. Over the course of the next few one-to-ones he 
was very unreliable. Often he wouldn’t show up or, if he did, he’d be very late. When I did 
see him, we did pretty much the same thing over and over again - he stayed in his comfort 
zone. In group settings, initially he hid behind Participant F a lot and didn’t communicate or 
engage as much as I’d hoped. 
 
There wasn’t one eureka moment with Participant G. Just gradually over time, he started to 
befriend a few more people on the project who were a similar age and liked similar music. 
His barriers came down and his confidence grew. He started attending sessions more 
regularly (and got closer and closer to being on time!).  
 
One of the other project lead artists, SW, had been given an old MacBook with some music 
software loaded on it by a musician who wanted it to be donated to someone who really 
needed it. Having checked with his support worker, we knew that Participant G did not have 
access to laptop at home like the other participants on Wavelength and as he had no 
employment it was unlikely that he would be able to afford to get one any time soon so it 
was decided that the donated laptop would be given to him and his girlfriend, Participant F. 
When they were given it, they could not believe their eyes, especially when they realised 
that it was theirs to keep. Straight away they set up a home studio so that they could do 
music outside of sessions. 
 
The exposure to the atmosphere of Wavelength, being told he had really valuable skills 
each week, eventually got through to him. At first he got involved mostly playing keyboard 
as he already had a few of the needed skills from music production. Then one day, he 
decided he’d start playing the drums. A few weeks later he picked up the bass guitar. “I 
never thought I’d be able to play real instruments or even that I wanted to. Wavelength 
gave me the confidence to try something completely new!” 
 
He performed bass in the end of year concert at the mac and he proudly had his track 
played in front of the audience and readily took a bow at the end. He seemed so pleased to 
have his track acknowledged and praised. For someone so quiet and introverted, this was a 
huge step – to stand on a stage in the limelight.  
 
Participant G has come out of the project with a lot of new musical skills and improved on 
the ones he already had. His confidence has grown greatly when it comes to music, so 
much so that he is now getting paid to DJ at parties. Also, in a social sense, at one time he 
would hide behind Participant F in social situations not knowing what to say but he has 
grown so much in that area and that is bound to help him outside of the project too. He has 
just starting collaborating with another member of the project, Participant D, and they have 
plans to work together in Participant G’s home studio over the summer, with Participant D 
writing lyrics and Participant G doing the production. 
 
I think what worked for Participant G was the continued activity plus the additional access to 
make music at home. If he’d just had a few one-to-ones or just a few group sessions then 
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he wouldn’t have progressed. The fact that he was able to really sink his teeth into a project 
and hear positive things about himself from all different angles really helped him to make 
slow but definite progress.  
 

 
Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant G showed improvement in some areas covered in the baseline statements, with 
the majority staying at the same level (on a scale of 1-7). His greatest improvements were 2 
points progression for the statements, ‘I’ve been feeling relaxed’ and ‘I’ve been feeling like I 
can cope with challenges’. On the points where is has marked no change or a decline, we 
feel that this is not indicative of his journey on Wavelength and more around how he was 
feeling on the day he completed the form as, for instance, he marked himself as a decline 
of -1 point for ‘I can express my thoughts, feelings and emotions through my own music 
making’ yet he has written and produced a number of different individual tracks with 
different influences and feelings plus he has made significant contributions to the group 
music tracks which vary in style and mood. This is a good example of where we cannot rely 
solely on 1 piece of evidence to chart the impact of projects within the mental health sector, 
rather cross referencing with other evidence collected, as this will give a truer reflection. 
 
In his evaluation, Participant G stated, “We unite through music. It encouraged me to play 
instruments. I got to choose what to do rather than being told what to do. At the concert it 
was great to see the confidence of the other participants and have the kindness of the 
audience. I’d like to be a sound engineer and find work enough to pay for our wedding. I 
hope the project carries on!” 
 
Participant G’s support worker, Jo Tysall from Stonham Home Group, stated, “Participant G 
has learned to play bass guitar and drums having never picked up a musical instrument 
before. His production skills have improved allowing his natural flare and passion to shine 
through. Most of Participant G’s previous experience has been on the production side of 
music but Wavelength has given him opportunity to explore and push his boundaries, 
stepping outside of his comfort zone helping his confidence grow massively. It has been 
great to see Participant G grow with the project from being quite shy and reserved to 
become at ease with others and someone who values his own opinion. He now 
communicates his ideas well, raises questions and shares his views, thoughts and ideas 
freely. Being part of a team has really helped Participant G to come out of his shell. 
Working together in collaboration with others has given him great interpersonal skills that 
will set him up for life. He has realised that in life, sometimes you have to be prepared to 
meet in the middle and compromise. He has gained so much confidence from Wavelength, 
not only from the new friends he has made but by feeling supported by everyone on the 
project. His one-to-one sessions have had a massive, positive impact on his whole persona 
enabling him to be very confident not only within the project but in everyday life. 
Wavelength has given Participant G a purpose by giving him a platform to express himself 
in a way he feels comfortable, through his love of music. I feel that the continuity, routine 
and support of Wavelength has better equipped Participant G to face every day obstacles 
and life with a positive attitude. He even went abroad this year on holiday and has never 
had the confidence to do this ever! Watching Participant G grow so much as a person, 
making new friends and hearing the fantastic music he has produced, has been 
phenomenal.” 
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Case Study 8 – Participant H 

Written by James Stanley (Project Artist) 

August 2018 

 
Participant H, aged 17, was referred to Wavelength by Solar (Birmingham and Solihull 
Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust’s Solihull Team). Participant H has anxiety and really 
struggles with confidence, especially around groups of people. He had been bullied in the 
past for his love of music. 
 
In his first session, Participant H came into the room and was incredibly nervous. I since 
learnt that he’d had a really difficult year. One of his friends had committed suicide and with 
that and the stresses of his final exams at school, his mental ill health had really flared up. I 
met him when he was in the middle of all of this. He told me that he was interested in 
singing but that people had laughed at him and broken down his confidence. We just 
chatted for the majority of the first 1-to-1 session until he felt comfortable enough to share 
some of his voice. The fact that he did this the first time we met was great but I recognised 
there was a still a long way to go! 

 
I decided fairly early on that Participant H didn’t need me at this time to go into great detail 
about singing techniques and how he could improve the strength of his voice. What he 
really needed was encouragement and a safe space to sing and not be ridiculed. So, in 
each of his one-to-ones I suggested some songs for us to sing. As the sessions 
progressed, he would come instead with a list of songs that he’d been listening to that he 
wanted to try. He was keen to get better at rap so I helped him with this. He also wanted to 
try singing things in different languages so I listened to him and told him it sounded great! 
You could see his confidence improving each time and him starting to enjoy music again. 

 
Throughout the project I mentioned songwriting to Participant H. He was interested but 
didn’t really think he could do it; his confidence was too low to even try at this point. In the 
middle of the project year he built up the confidence to share some words that he’d written 
about his friend who had died. Really beautiful lyrics and obviously a powerful message that 
he needed to get out. I could tell that it was the wrong time to pursue this any further as he 
was still too upset and raw to do anymore with it than write those few lines - but it was real 
progress! Towards the end of the project, in fact his second to last session, I suggested 
again that we try and write something to feature on the CD. It was the right time. Participant 
H's confidence and self-esteem were in the right place and he quickly came up with a song 
that we recorded then and there. He was so pleased with himself, “This was easier than I 
thought - I never realised I’d be able to write and record my own song, I thought you had to 
be really special to do that.” Turns out he was really special himself! 

 
Unfortunately for Participant H, he never made it to any group sessions and couldn’t attend 
the concert. He was too nervous about the idea. He is at a point now where he says that he 
would definitely think about it as the sessions continue. However, the project has helped 
him to become more sociable in other ways. He’s had enough confidence in his singing that 
he’s made new friends at school who are also into music and they’re now planning to start a 
band at the beginning of September. From someone who had been ridiculed for his love of 
music just a few months ago, this shows great courage. Participant H said about the 
project, “It’s made me realise I can achieve something with music, whether that’s something 
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big or something small.” 
 

For someone who was only coming to one-to-one sessions, Participant H felt like he 
needed a bit more exposure to the project and I think, if he had, he’d have benefited even 
more than he did. Participant H made a good point that with Wavelength you either feel 
confident enough to do the groups or you don’t. He saw the size and activity of a group a 
couple of times when his sessions crossed over and he didn’t think he could cope. He says 
that, for him, it would’ve been good if there were some stepping stones to get there. A 
series of smaller groups that gradually helped build up confidence so you could eventually 
join the main group. Although there is the potential for new members to collaborate with 
each other, Participant H did not feel ready to do this in his first year on the project but we 
will look at ways in which this could happen as the project continues for his 2nd year. 

 
Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant H showed improvement in all but one of the areas covered in the baseline 
statements, with the only 1 staying at the same level (on a scale of 1-7) in regards to the 
statement, ‘I am good of making sense of what other people are expressing though music 
(e.g., thoughts, feelings and emotions). His greatest improvements were 3 points 
progression for the statements, ‘I can express my thoughts, feelings and emotions through 
my own music making’, ‘I find it easy to sing/play in front of others’ and ‘I’ve been feeling 
confident’. 
 
Participant H met all of his personal aims for the project, ‘To become more confident’, ‘To 
share my music with others’ and ‘To be confident enough to share music and expressions 
of music with others (a big challenge)’.  
 
In his evaluation, Participant H stated that the process of recording his track for the CD was 
“Enjoyable – I didn’t think I’d be able to do it!” and that the project as a whole, “Makes you 
more confident in yourself and makes you more aware of music. It has allowed me to feel I 
can achieve something in music – bigger or smaller. I’d like to have more one-to-one 
sessions as I struggle with groups.” 
 
Participant H’s mum stated, “This programme has given Participant H the opportunity to 
play keyboard and improve his vocals. Participant H felt very comfortable with James (the 
music leader) and was able to communicate with him on a 1:1 basis. He seems more 
confident in his musical ability and has shared some of his singing with his friends and he 
feels proud of what he has achieved while working with James. Participant H uses music as 
an outlet for his emotions - I think this programme has encouraged him to do that. Music is 
a great tool to express yourself, feelings and emotions. It is also something which can be a 
shared interest between friends, creating social situations and a feeling of 'fitting in' in a 
group. In this way I think it is of great benefit to young people with mental health conditions. 
Thank you for giving Participant H the opportunity to take part in the programme.” 
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Case Study 9 – Participant I 

Written by James Stanley (Project Artist) 

August 2018 
 
Participant I was referred to the project by Solar (Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health 
NHS Foundation Trust’s Solihull Team). His clinical psychologist hoped that the project 
would help Participant I’s anxiety and self confidence. Participant I has autism, anxiety, 
depression, dyslexia and has difficulty with sensory processing, so has multiple needs. 
Participant I is currently attends a special school.  
 
According to his mother, he has been very discouraged by the education system and the 
way his talents haven’t been recognised and encouraged. When I first met him, he was very 
nervous and untrusting. He had previous musical experience but had been completely put 
off it by his teachers and peer attitudes towards him. I’d been warned by his mother that he 
would likely not stay very long and although he did end up staying for a full 1 hour and 15 
minutes in his first session, he probably said about 10 words in that whole time. 
 
It was clear after a few sessions that what Participant I needed was his confidence in 
himself and enthusiasm for music building back up. He was very into making music on the 
computer and we spent several sessions working on tracks on the laptop. I didn’t teach him 
much he didn’t already know but I did assure him that what he was doing was right and that 
he should be proud of what he was achieving. This was more important to him. The turning 
point came when he arrived at the session with a CD, stating “I’ve brought something to 
show you.” It seems like he’d reached the point where he was able to continue doing music 
at home, something he hadn’t done for years according to him and his mother, and it had 
obviously kept him busy - in one month he’d produced a full album of 12 tracks! From this 
point our sessions changed a lot. We ended up spending most of the time talking, a big 
change from our first meeting! I spoke to Participant I about his issues with education, his 
goals and how he wanted to progress.  
 
By the end of the project I feel like he’d really made a lot of progress in terms of his own 
confidence - he has even made a goal to collaborate with other people his age on music, 
something that he wouldn’t have dreamed of before the project began. I didn’t really 
progress Participant I musically but I did get him back on track so he could start enjoying it 
again, like he used to. He was also very proud to have a track of his on the project CD 
despite being reluctant at first as he wasn’t sure his music was good enough to share. 
 
Unfortunately, the project didn’t work as well for Participant I as it has for others. Because 
we had a lot of adults involved in the group sessions, Participant I and his mum never felt 
comfortable taking part in anything other than 1-to-1s. He found it too daunting to attend 
and even though he wanted his mum to attend sessions with him, he couldn’t quite 
understand why other young people had adults supporting them as he preferred to work 
with only young people. If he had attended, he would have made big progress so it’s a 
shame he didn’t access this part of Wavelength. Despite this, we are planning to bring him 
and one other project member together in the autumn to collaborate on a track. We hope 
that building a relationship with another person may break down a barrier and make him 
more comfortable to attend the group sessions moving forward. 
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Baseline and Evaluation Analysis 
 
Participant I struggled to complete his baseline statements as he felt that he had not fully 
experienced the project as he had only attended one-to-one sessions. Participant I met his 
personal aims for the project, ‘To share my music with other people’ and ‘To make more 
music and get better at it’. In his evaluation, Participant I stated that his one to ones were 

very good and, “James is nice, supportive and friendly.” 

 

Participant I’s mum stated, “You matched James the music leader really well to suit 

[Participant I's] persona. James was quietly spoken which Participant I responds to best 
and enthusiastic, encouraging and supportive. I feel James reignited [Participant I’s] 

passion for music tech and reminded him he has creativity and ideas. I must add that 
feedback from Participant I to his psychologist recently was really positive about the work 
you do and his sessions with James. This is real progress. He’s never committed to 

anything external as much as he has with Wavelength.” 
 
 

Case Study 10 – Participant O (Year 1 participant revisited)  

Written by Paul Carroll (Project Artist)  

July 2016 (revisited August 2018) 

  
In 2016, Participant O joined the project to put her existing musical talents into practise in a 
creative and group situation. Quench Arts were unsure whether to take her onto 
Wavelength because it was not structured to accommodate participants with a learning 
disability and because Participant O didn’t have an officially diagnosed mental health 
condition. Participant O herself was hesitant initially, possibly as a defence mechanism, but 
her parents were very keen for her to take part because they recognised that it would be 
something that she would enjoy and that would help her improve in confidence and 
musically, and they put forward a strong case stating that they felt the project would be a 
good early intervention for her mental health, as she was quite isolated because of her 
learning disability. They were also confident about Participant O’s ability in playing the 
ukulele and committed to support her to take part.  
 
Participant O was accepted onto the project and allocated for one-to-ones to myself 
because I had the most experience working with people with a broad range of abilities. 
Despite any concerns, participant O wowed us in the first group session with her ukulele 
skills and knowledge of classic rock songs. She enjoyed the session as well as her first 
one-to-one so it was good that her parents supported her in making the initial step onto the 
project.  
 
Below I address participant O’s progress towards achieving the project outcomes 
comparing my comments in 2016 to her engagement in 2018:  
 
To develop the musical skills, understanding and communication of young people:   
2016 - During her one-to-one sessions, participant O wrote three songs of her own with the 
support of myself and her Dad, who is a drummer and singer. The first song took two 
sessions to write, then we moved on to another song but decided the first one was the 
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better of the two. So we then spent a number of sessions recording participant O playing 
various instruments, with contributions from both her Mum and Dad and then finally 
recorded participant O and her dad recording vocals. This is the song ‘It’s a Beautiful Day’, 
which is on the CD and was performed live at the final performance in June 2016. In the 
meantime, participant O helped write a number of songs in group sessions, contributing 
more and more to lyrics in particular as the project progressed. Finally, it’s worth noting that 
the third song participant O wrote in a one-to-one was written and roughly recorded in a 
single session, showing great developments in her pace of work, her understanding of the 
process and communication of ideas.  
 

Participant O took an interest in learning the guitar during the project. Shadow musician 
Adam Moffatt supported her in this and let her play his left-handed guitar until her parents 
bought her one for Christmas. She had plenty of opportunity to play her guitar in 
Wavelength group sessions and applied her ukulele technique and knowledge of chords to 
help her progress at the guitar at a good pace. Her third song in her last one-to-one session 
was written on guitar.  

 

Participant O’s parents agree about the guitar and state that she has also improved at the 
ukulele. I noticed that her chord changes have improved and she follows song structures 
better.  
 
2018: Now 21, Participant O has been a committed member of the Wavelength project over 
the full 3 years of the programme, missing barely any sessions. Her musical skills have 
vastly improved. In 2016 we noted that she had received a guitar and her skills on this 
instrument have improved over the course of the past 2 years. She knows more chords, 
including more complex barre chords, can change fluently between chords and also has 
developed picking and strumming styles. She still plays the ukulele and has increased her 
chordal knowledge on this instrument as well. In addition, Participant O has been much 
more willing to sing. This was illustrated in the final group session where she volunteered to 
sing a song she had written on guitar in front of everyone, showing how much more vocally 
confident she is now. In 2016 this would not have happened. Her parents now state, 
“Participant O's musical skills have greatly improved. This is something now that she can 
do, that perhaps others around her can't, and it has made her realise that she is good at 
something.” 
 
To develop the resilience, confidence and self-worth of young people with mental health 
conditions:  
2016 - Participant O’s parents acknowledge that she has gained in confidence on her 
evaluation form, saying, “It has encouraged (participant O) to talk. She has lots of ideas but 
finds it very hard to speak to people, so it’s helped.”  
 

Participant O is not diagnosed with a mental illness but she was considered at risk because 
of her potential isolation due to a learning disability. In earlier sessions she spoke very little 
and didn’t appear to enjoy much interaction. By the end of the project she was expressing 
herself much more verbally, contributing to creative ideas and giving opinions. After the 
performance she gave all the staff a hug.  

 
Participant O couldn’t be heard singing much in earlier sessions either, focusing more on 
playing the ukulele. As we began to record, we discovered a beautiful and tuneful singing 
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voice in participant O. She grew more and more expressive in later sessions. I gather from 
her parents that she always sings at home so I attribute her finding her voice on 
Wavelength to an increase in confidence in sessions.  
 
2018 – Participant O has progressed so much with her self confidence. Music Leader MG 
commented in her evaluation, “Participant O has become more confident to engage in 
social situations and as result has secured herself a training opportunity in dog grooming.” 
Even though Participant O has had not had one to one sessions since year 1, she has 
completed her Bronze Arts Award based on her engagement in the project and of this she 
has said she is “very proud”. As Participant O has a learning difficulty, achieving a 
mainstream accredited award has really boosted her self-worth. Her parents state, 
“Participant O is becoming more confident in her music. It has helped in her social life as it 
has given her confidence and she has realised she wants to be like others and is working 
hard on her independence.” 
 
 
To develop the social skills and team working:  
2016 - It is clear from participant O’s baselines that she feels she has met her initial aim to 
enjoy herself with other people, with a great emphasis of teamwork and group music-
making in her final baseline. She is a fan of Classic Rock but has contributed fully to music 
of varying genres such as Pop, Disco and Garage Rock, showing great flexibility at the 
same time as respect for other people’s creativity.  
 
Participant O’s parents say, “She has enjoyed the group sessions.”  
 
2018 – Participant O has become a key participant in all group sessions. It was wonderful 
to see how she showed more and more enjoyment as the project progressed and went from 
saying virtually nothing in the first session to making plenty of jokes in the most recent 
group session and even supporting other participants with less confidence. She works well 
with everyone and is so much more confident in giving ideas. She has made friends on the 
project and is in touch with them outside of project sessions. Her parents state, “The 
Wavelength project has given her 'her voice' as previously she was very quiet and would be 
reluctant to speak up. She lacked the confidence to share her thoughts. She has become 
more aware that her opinion is important and people will listen. She has made good 
friends.” 
 
To develop families' and mental health professionals' understanding and knowledge of the 
therapeutic value of music making for early intervention and create an evidence base for 
this work:  
2016 - Participant O’s parents were very supportive and open to the processes delivered by 
Wavelength artists. Participant O’s Dad took part in all the sessions that participant O 
attended and said he always looked forward to them and that he had never been part of 
anything like it. Whilst they didn’t know what to expect at the beginning of the project, at the 
end they said,  
 
“[Music] helps to get how [participants] are feeling out of their heads and to express their 
thoughts and feelings out loud.”  
 
2018: Participant O’s parents have remained involved in sessions, so much so that we set 
up a parents group where Participant O’s Dad sang and Participant O’s Mum played bass 
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guitar (something she has learnt to play on the project!) and they performed their song with 
other parents at the Wavelength gig. They state, “Wavelength is so welcoming and 
inclusive that we as parents have been able to get involved so it’s also improved our lives 
as well.” 
 
In 2016 I stated, “I enjoyed working with Participant O and am confident that she too has 
enjoyed Wavelength so much so far that she will continue to attend and grow.” In 2018, I 
can say that she has been a key member of the project. We as artists have seen her not 
only develop as a musician, but as a young adult, improving her social skills and coming to 
a point now where she supports other members of the project. She is now attending college 
independently and is looking into a career working with animals. It has been a pleasure to 
see how she has developed over 3 years and we hope she will continue to be involved in 
the future.  
 
 

Case Study 11 – Participant C2 (Year 2 participant revisited)  

Written by Sarah Wilson (Project Artist) and Quench Arts  

July 2017 (revisited August 2018) 

 
In 2017, Participant C2 had been referred to the project by Solar (Solihull youth mental 
health services) and suffered from depression and anxiety as well as issues related to a 
health condition which meant that she was a wheelchair user. Participant C2 was very shy 
when I first met her. She wore thick white makeup, her mum did most of the talking, she 
was bent over and when she did talk it would be mumbled and really quiet and always self-
deprecating. She said she had no skills so I asked her what she liked and, after listening to 
some music, we started to try and work out the piano part to one of her favourite songs. 
She showed a good level of skill. She had good pitch and good timing and had obviously 
played before but thought that her playing was terrible and would not accept any 
compliments. I suggested that we record her work so she could listen back and when she 
heard it she admitted that it was ok. 
 
In the next session she expressed an interest in learning more about the computer, saying 
that the fact that you can play different layers had appealed to her so that she could play in 
the melody and then the chords, etc. She started bringing tracks in that she had made 
using Garageband on her iPad after a brief introduction during one of the sessions. We 
experimented with Garageband and Logic and, as the sessions went on, she became more 
and more excited about music technology and started buying things to build a home studio. 
Her confidence was growing, her voice was louder, she was smiling, excited and 
passionate. 
 
Participant C2 came in one day and said she wanted to play with my synth noises, as she 
was bored of the ones that come with the software packages. So we started to build a track 
based on how it feels when everything is sucked away from you and you are left feeling 
stunned and bereft. We developed some lovely layers and textures and I bounced them 
down as separate tracks or stems that she could take home and sequence into a track. She 
did this and every session we would work on the piece on her computer and we would edit 
it a bit and add layers and she would take it home and work on it more. This autonomy 
suited her. She loved having something that she was absolutely in creative control of and 
her makeup disappeared and her posture changed. 
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Participant C2 was showing much more confidence in group sessions too and her self-
esteem was obviously rising. She gradually stopped refusing to share her music and started 
contributing ideas and singing in front of the group. Her mum stopped talking for her. Then 
she started to develop vocal melodies and play instruments in group sessions and make 
friends and collaborations started to happen. She would turn up early so as to work with 
others when asked and always with a high level of professionalism. Lyrics were prepared 
and practised, with ideas for developing tracks and songs, etc. All the while she was 
developing her track at home which was showing an incredible level of skill and talent. She 
stopped telling everyone how bad her skill level was and began accepting compliments. 
Towards the end of the project she was preforming her own songs, collaborations and 
group songs. She has completed her bronze Arts Award and she is set up to go on and do 
performance and singing at college. 
 
Participant C2’s mum cannot believe the change in her daughter and is really pleased that 
she has found something that she can focus on going forward, as well as feeling more 
confident and making so many friends. Participant C2 says that it’s [music] all she wants to 
do now and she can’t wait to do it at college. The project has had a massive impact on her 
self-esteem and on what she feels she can achieve. She can’t wait to get more software 
and equipment. 
 
In her evaluation Participant C2 stated that the best thing about the project was that she 
had found a way to express herself through music. In regards to what we could do better 
she stated that, “It would be nice if the project was permanent as I enjoy myself.” When 
asked about the difference that the project had made she said, “I believe I have become 
slightly more confident and I have become more musical.” She added, “I love the ability to 
express my emotions through music. Thank you!” 
 
Participant C2’s mum, who has attended sessions giving Participant C2 support, said in her 
evaluation comments: “Her knowledge and confidence has grown [in relation to musical 
skills] and she has tried loads of new things…She’s grown in confidence [in regards to 
communication skills], learned to share her ideas and listen to others.” In relation to team 
work skills, she states that Participant C2, “Joins in well, listens, teaches and learns musical 
and vocal skills – [and has] enjoyed working together with others.” She says that Participant 
C2’s confidence has grown massively, as has her self-worth in general, as well as 
musically. In regards to resilience, mum states that Participant C2 “still has her moments 
but in general copes well and is learning. Socially, Participant C has made friends, engages 
in group discussions and is confident to start conversations.” 
 
When asked how music can help young people with mental health conditions, Participant 
C2’s mum states that “it can allow expression, releases feelings, and enables participants 
to have a fun time.” She states that, “the change in her [Participant C2] is night and day!!”  
 
2018 update: 
Participant C2 has continued to be a valued and committed member of the Wavelength 
project over the second year that she has engaged and has informally become a peer 
mentor to some of the new members of the project. Her musical skills have hugely 
developed. She is now playing guitar and keyboard regularly. She has singing lessons at 
Solihull Music Service and has recently passed her Grade 7 ABRSM singing exam with a 
distinction. Having gained an interest in music technology in 2017, she now has a home 
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studio set up and is recording and releasing her own music online. Her skills are now so 
advanced, she has been accepted to study performance and music technology at BIMM 
(British and Irish Modern Music Institute) and will be starting to study there independently 
from September 2018. This is a huge step as she has been home schooled for 2 years and 
always attends Wavelength with her mum. 
 
Participant C2 has progressed socially over the last year. She has built some really good 
friendships with other members of the project and they are in touch every day outside of the 
project sessions. In group sessions, she now talks confidently in front of the group, giving 
ideas and opinions freely, and part of this year she has been focussing on gathering 
evidence for her Silver Arts Award and this has also meant leading parts of the group 
sessions and taking on coordination elements of the Wavelength gig. Participant C2 has 
been signposted to, and accepted on, the National FLOW Collective programme, 
developing leadership skills in young disabled musicians. This will be a fantastic opportunity 
for her to develop further skills as she has stated that she wants to develop a career in the 
music industry. 
 
Her mum states, “The Wavelength team are experienced musicians with a variety of skills 
which they willingly share in a safe and inclusive environment. [Participant C2’s] overall 
musical skills have come on in leaps and bounds. She has learned new skills and become 
more confident with others, often trying things she would have never done before, going 
from a shy nervous teenager to a confident musician willing to share her skills with others. 
She has also built her confidence in performing and recording music. Many of the young 
people she has met also help each other in developing their musical skills too. Although 
[Participant C2] still struggles with many aspects of working in a team setting, she has 
developed skills and strategies to cope with this and she always looks forward to the group 
sessions and working with all the participants. Wavelength has given [Participant C2] a new 
-found level of confidence, not just musically and in a group setting, but also in all aspects 
of her life. This new-found confidence is so evident to those who have known her for a while 
and in particular those who first met her when she joined Wavelength. When Participant C2 
first came to Wavelength, she was at a particularly low point in her life - isolated and quite 
unwell. Wavelength has empowered her to want to share her experiences of life with others 
and to be a mentor herself. Life is for living and despite the physical and emotional 
struggles, it’s worth it. Without Wavelength and her rekindled love of all aspects of music 
which Wavelength ignited, [Participant C2] would not have a hunger and a vision for a 
future in the music industry.” 
  
Participant C2 has contributed a video case study to our online seminar: 
http://tinyurl.com/WavelengthLizzy  
 
 

Case Study 12 – Participant N2 (Year 2 participant revisited) 

Written by James Stanley (Project Artist) and Quench Arts  

July 2017 (revised August 2018) 

 
In 2016, Participant N2 was referred to Wavelength by his keyworker at Birmingham and 
Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust. Participant N2 has been ill for a while, 
especially since finishing his undergraduate degree. He had very low confidence but was a 
skilled musician so felt the project would help him boost his confidence. 

http://tinyurl.com/WavelengthLizzy
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In his last session, I spoke to Participant N2 about how he felt in his very first session. “I’d 
not long been to a different music group. It was a really harsh environment where everyone 
was competing to be the best. I didn’t really do very well. When I first came here I thought it 
would be the same so I think I tried to be a bit too aggressive in putting my ideas across 
and proving my musicianship.” 
 
Participant N2 is a very accomplished musician already. He’s written many songs, plays 
piano to a high standard, does his own recording and music production and sings. 
Throughout all of his one-to-ones sessions and group activity, he has improved in these 
things. I’ve taught him more about playing more distinguished parts on the piano between 
his right and left hand, I worked on his vocals and confidence in belting to hit the top of his 
range but this project was always going to be more about Participant N2’s social journey. 
As he himself stated, he started the project with slightly the wrong attitude. He was by far 
the most advanced musician out of all of the participants and he would jump in quite often 
to put his ideas across, sometimes getting a bit offended if his ideas weren’t listened to over 
someone else. “But I quickly realised that that wasn’t the point, the Wavelength sessions 
are all about having fun, creating an atmosphere that’s relaxed and helps everyone just to 
make music together. Once I saw this I was able to enjoy myself a lot more.” This is also 
reflected in his baseline data, where he initially gave himself a 7 out of 7 in regards to how 
please he was with his current level of musical ability, reducing this to a 6 by then end of 
the project, having gained more understanding of ensemble skills through the project, with 
greater awareness of how he could improve his musicianship.  
 
Participant N2 very quickly changed his attitude and became almost instantly better at 
working with other people. This was partially down to how much his confidence had grown 
even in the first few sessions. I think he’d been left feeling a little crushed by his 
experiences with music, that he wasn’t good enough. He was nervous about singing in front 
of others and would get very flustered if he played something on the piano a bit wrong; he 
was very used to being judged for his mistakes and initially he needed it reaffirmed to him 
that he was talented and worthy to be a part of the project. Once he’d built up his 
confidence enough to not have to be asserting his musical prowess all the time, sometimes 
he could take a back seat and let others have the limelight. He became incredibly patient 
and kind with others. There were times when he had an idea but would sacrifice it because 
another member of the group who wasn’t as confident had come up with something. This 
also showed in his baseline data, where he improved in his social skills and ability to work 
as part of a team. He’d always really praise other people’s ideas and try to make them 
work, expanding on what they’d said. In short, he totally understood the aims of the project 
and took it upon himself to help other members of the group just as much as the Music 
Leaders did. He made some real friendships amongst everyone on the Wavelength project 
and was always so thankful for the opportunity to be involved. “Wavelength has taught me 
that music can be really fun again. And that it’s just all about spending time with other 
people and doing something as part of a team.” 
 
We’ve managed to spark Participant N2’s love for music again. We’ve managed to help him 
build confidence in himself but at the same time balance it with some wonderful qualities 
that enable him to work and communicate well with others. He’s now actively making music 
on his own, recording songs and using all of the new skills he’s learnt. His goal is to one 
day be a music leader. “I’ve always thought that to be a musician you had to be selfish. But 
this has opened my eyes to the fact you can use music to help other people. That’s what I 
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want to do with my life.” Participant N2 will be back in September as a volunteer (having 
recently turned 26) and we’ll all be glad to have him back, pushing him to take on more 
responsibility in working towards this goal! 
 
Participant N2 met both his personal aims for the project, to ‘Go to gigs. Perform more. 
Improve my music. Make an album’ and ‘[make] regular music friends. Make friends’. 
Participant N2 says that, “I've performed at a live gig. My music has/is improving. In the 
process of finishing an album” and “I have more music friends who I would happily see and 
collab[orate] with.” In addition, as stated above, Participant N2 confirms, “I now want to help 
more and give my experience with music to others.” 
 
For Participant N2’s evaluation of the project he marked all elements as ‘excellent’. He 
stated that the best thing about Wavelength was ‘connection with similar musicians who 
have/had similar struggles. Helping people with my skills and learning new skills.’ He would 
have liked more one-to-one sessions, and is keen on encouraging collaborations and 
networking/friendships. In terms of the difference that the project has made, Participant N2 
feels that it has made a ‘huge difference to believing my potential, skills, ability’ and helped 
him to make friends. 
 
2018 update: 
2018 has been a big year for Participant N2. Not only has he returned to Wavelength as a 
peer mentor, but he has managed to get a full time job as a housing officer and he has 
passed his driving test and got a car. These are huge steps for him considering what a low 
point he was at when he joined the project 2 years ago. 
 
On Wavelength this year, Participant N2 has really stepped up to help support newer 
members of the project. He has a lovely, calm manner that really settles them into the 
session and his nurturing nature has really helped a number of participants to develop their 
keyboard skills in particular. Participant N2 has also supported the professional 
development training the project has offered through the Recovery College and has taken a 
significant role in speaking about the Wavelength project to trainees. This shows how much 
more confident he is in himself as the trainees in the room were all adults (parents, carers 
and mental health workers).  
 
Participant N2 has continued to develop as a musician as well, having a home studio set up 
where he has been composing individual tracks and learning more about production and 
mastering. His aim for the coming months is to set up his own band that can do local gigs. 
 
KS, shadow artist stated, “I was particularly impressed with more experienced members of 
the group such as Participant N2...Over the course of the year, I witnessed a number of 
times where they were able to support more vulnerable members of the group with quiet 
encouragement in the right way. For all participants this would have meant a lot; for the 
newer members, having direct peer to peer support would have given a greater sense of 
involvement and respect. For the longer lasting members this would have emboldened and 
heightened their own sense of self. In my opinion this is one of the biggest successes of the 
project because for a young person to step outside of their own problems and assess the 
situation and vulnerabilities of another, requires a great deal of awareness, insight and 
selflessness.” 
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Quench Arts are encouraging Participant N2 to continue to develop these leadership skills 
as we believe that he could have a potential career as a music leader, should he wish to 
head in this direction.   
 
Wavelength Year 3 (2017-18) Analysis of Workforce Development/Sharing Practice 

Progress 

The final sections of this report relate to our Youth Music outcomes 4 and 5. 
 
As with measuring participant progress, we used similar baseline scales for shadow artists 
to monitor their progression/confidence as music leaders, together with training evaluations 
and personal aims and observation notes from our peer reviews based on the ‘Do, Review, 
Improve’ framework. 
 

This section is related to Youth Music Outcome 4. 
 
Outcome: To develop the current practice, confidence and standards of the local music 

and mental health workforce in providing music making activities in youth 
mental health settings. 

Indicators: Trainees' and shadows' self‐assessment of their practice, confidence and 
standards in providing music‐making activities in youth mental health settings. 
Local workforce numbers attending training. 
Numbers of the workforce accessing online blog and annual impact report. 
Numbers of project team observing and reflecting upon another professional's 
delivery, and being observed themselves. 

Evidence:  Trainees' and shadows' evaluation reports. 
Registers/bookings for training opportunities. 
Data on number of blog visits/annual impact report link 'likes' and 'shares'. 
Project team observation/reflection reports. 

 
 
Background 
 
In our original plans we had intended to recruit 2 shadow roles per year to the Wavelength 
project however, due to the high standard of applications, we were grateful to Youth Music 
for agreeing, in year 1, to our proposal to offer 5 applicants a reduced role extended for 
three years, subject to appraisal. All performed well in year 1 and, of the five original 
shadows, three were able to continue in year 2 and 3 (one relocated for further study and 
the other was offered work as a guitar tutor Wolverhampton Music Hub which clashed with 
Wavelength group sessions). In year 3 we recruited 1 new shadow to the project who 
attended and supported all group activity, meaning that we still met our original target of 
working with 6 shadows across the project duration. 
 
As the three continuing shadows had previously undertaken training on our project 
approach and how to support young people in sessions, in Year 3 we provided one-to-one 
training for the new shadow around our project approach. Development for the 3 continuing 
shadows was focused on them taking increased responsibility in sessions and on providing 
mentoring and support for them to address their weaker areas. As a result of being 
engaged in the project for 2 years, the 3 continuing shadow artists were well embedded in 
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the project and had an excellent rapport with participants and parents. The new shadow 
fitted into the project immediately and built good relationships with all staff and participants.  
 
Comments from the lead artists regarding the shadow artists include: 

• “JC: has become a strong support leading warm-ups, accompanying on guitar and 
remembering songs.” (Lead Artist PC) 

• “JC is more than capable of being a lead artist: he shows a level of compassion and 
skill that is really suited to the work. He always works towards his targets and seeks 
feedback in a really constructive way.” (Lead Artist SW) 

• “JC has a wealth music knowledge and is always happy to help everyone.” (Lead 
Artist MG) 

• “JC has clearly come a long way which is evidenced by his confidence to lead in the 
sessions but also the fact that he’s now working with lots of other groups outside of 
Wavelength.” (Lead Artist JS) 

• “DB: seems to be going from to strength leading groups elsewhere.” (Lead Artist PC) 

• “DB is supportive, compassionate and highly skilled. Her confidence has risen and it 
is wonderful to see her doing more music tech and leading a lot of aspects of the 
session.” (Lead Artist SW) 

• “DB has made fantastic progress. She has been so eager to learn, always arrived 
early, always helped out setting up, tuning instruments, finding her place, finding 
where she can be helpful, even without warning- always ready to lead a short 
activity. She has the drive to create a good activity and always has the young person 
in mind! I think the best thing about DB is that she is proactive and doesn’t require 
guidance anymore.” (Lead Artist MG) 

• “DB is always helpful and energetic and organised. She’s doing loads of work 
outside the project which shows how far she has progressed.” (Lead Artist DB) 

• “MH: has revised what she already knew about Apple Logic Pro X production 
software but hasn't had the opportunity to practice this outside of sessions. She has 
borrowed a guitar from the project to learn at home. She was successful with her 
application supporting the delivery or similar sessions to groups of adults.” (Lead 
Artist PC) 

• “MH is good at supporting fragile people in the room.” (Lead Artist SW) 

• “MH is wonderful at helping young people to learn melodies and sing harmonies. 
She is working towards learning more harmony/accompanying instruments which will 
help her development.” (Lead Artist MG) 

• “KS: has learnt a lot through one-to-one tuition, observation and in her own time 
about playing guitar and using Apple Logic Pro X production software. KS is now 
writing and producing her own songs at home and was successful with her 
application supporting the delivery or similar sessions to groups of adults.” (Lead 
Artist PC) 

• “KS is always a positive influence in the room. She is learning new skills her guitar 
playing is getting really good her music tech is progressing. She is always ready to 
participate and support.” (Lead Artist SW) 

• “KS is always positive and interested in talking to young people, helping them to 
settle in. She has learnt to play guitar at a level where she can independently 
accompany a melody.” (Lead Artist MG) 

• “KS is making a real effort with guitar and ukulele. She has been really instrumental 
in helping with some of the older participants, sitting with them and helping with 
chords throughout the songs.” (Lead Artist JS) 
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All shadows were offered the opportunity to lead sessions in the centre specific sessions 
alongside one experienced lead artist (within Parkview Clinic and Ardenleigh FCAMHS 
wards). Three shadows accepted this role and this was an excellent progression 
opportunity for them. As stated by shadow KS: “I have learned a great deal from the 
Ardenleigh mini-project and now feel that I’d have the confidence to be able to do this kind 
of work by myself.” 
 
At the beginning of year 3 we asked the shadows to complete a new baseline activity, self 
assessing their confidence and skills on a scale of 1 to 7, which was then revisited at the 
end of the third year. This was also compared to the 3 continuing shadows’ initial year 1 
baselines, so that we could measure progress compared to all shadows’ starting point on 
the project. In summary, results showed that all 4 shadows showed significant progress in 
their confidence and skills in music leadership throughout the opportunity, with 52% of 
potential progression points possible from their baseline scales being achieved by the end 
of the opportunity. Collectively, the most progress was found against the statements,  

• I feel confident about developing positive relationships with young people in music 
sessions (71% of potential progression points achieved) 

• I feel confident in running music activities with groups of musicians with varied skills, 
experience and musical interests (70% of potential progression points achieved)  

• I regularly reflect on and evaluate my work (67% of potential progression points 
achieved) 

• I feel confident in helping young people improve their musical skills and techniques 
(64% of potential progression points achieved) 

• I have a good awareness of health and safety and child protection issues related to 
music sessions (64% of potential progression points achieved) 

 
All 5 shadow recruited in Yr 1 have progressed to music related employment and/or higher 
education. The 4 shadows engaged in year 3 of the programme have all been employed by 
Quench Arts on other projects, as well as by other local arts organisations. As stated by 
shadow JC, “While working on the project I have developed a way of thinking about my 
practice to be more aware of people and body language and think what is the best course 
of action if there are difficulties or issues that arise within the sessions. The best thing was 
getting hands on with the young people and creating brand new music and also getting to 
know these people and socialising with them.” 

 
5 music leaders and 1 project manager have attended Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) 
training through the project this year. This is 2 short of the training target for the year, so we 
will ask Youth Music permission to carry forward these outstanding training opportunities 
until the autumn. We have, however, coordinated an additional MHFA training opportunity 
for mac makes music, reaching a further 8 people (not funded through the Wavelength 
programme).  
 
Monthly project updates are presented at the Birmingham Music Education Partnership 
meetings and this annual impact report will be presented to our project steering group and 
disseminated to arts and health networks, Birmingham and Solihull music education hubs 
and via our social media and the Youth Music Network. We have posted 9 new blogs 
Wavelength Youth Music Network. Unfortunately, the new version of Youth Music Network 
does not chart the number of blog reads so we are unable to report on that element this 
year. 
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In order to further develop the practice, confidence and standards of the local music and 
mental health workforce in providing music making activities in youth mental health settings, 
we will shortly be launching an online, on demand, seminar. This will include video 
presentations from the project team, music facilitators and partners, a participant video 
case study, and sharing of our project resources and blogs. We had aimed for the seminar 
to be launched in August but some video content has been slightly delayed due to illness 
and annual leave of key partners, and we also felt that an autumn launch would receive 
more profile. A separate evaluation on learning and outcomes from the seminar will be 
produced in due course. 
 
 
 
 
Peer Observations 
 
We have continued to run a peer observation programme, using Youth Music’s ‘Do, 
Review, Improve’ framework through Wavelength, which is valued by our project team. Our 
shadow artists set personal development aims for their role on the project using the ‘Do, 
Review, Improve’ framework, each focusing on 3 self-selected criteria. These were 
reviewed through informal mentoring after every session by the lead artists. In addition, 
each of our 4 lead music facilitators has been observed by another team member, focusing 
on specific criteria that they identified themselves from the ‘Do, Review, Improve’ 
framework. Feedback discussions together after each observation continue to be used to 
reflect on their learning as joint development. Music Leader MG states:  
“I think the peer reviews are a good system to ensure that everyone is on the right track. I 
also feel that the set of criteria in the Do Review Improve framework sets a good example 
of what should be always present when running activities- from health and safety, to 
qualified workforce, from planning and intentions to flexibility and balance between process 
and outcomes.” 
 
Shadows’ personal development aims ranged from those with a technology focus to 
increasing personal knowledge and experience. A selection of examples are given below:  

• I would like to lead a part of a session. 

• Learn the editing/fine-tuning process of creating a recording (e.g. how to correct 
tuning/timing of live singing/instruments). 

• Increase my knowledge of different musical genres (e.g. rock/indie/hip-hop/punk) 
and know how to create songs in those styles. 

• Become more comfortable approaching things from a chordal prospective rather 
than a melodic one. 

 
Shadows were also given the opportunity to reflect on their progress towards these 
outcomes after every session, which they found valuable. As shadow DB states about the 
opportunity:  

“Wavelength has furthered my career by being able to have hands on experience and 
learn more about band instruments in general and music technology, both targets of 
mine. Over the years, I gained more confidence leading parts of the session. I learned 
and gained ideas from other music leaders. There was never a chance of feeling like I 
could fail trying something new as the other music leaders were all so supportive and 
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made everything that happened during a session, whether it was good or bad, feel like 
a positive experience.” DB, Shadow Artist. 

 
Where possible, we have supported artists’ development within the project activity. For 
example, 3 shadows from Year 2 felt under-confident in the use of music technology for 
recording and production so, after Logic training last year, we offered mentoring in this area 
for Year 3, and each was supported by a lead artist co-deliver recording sessions and 
gradually take on more responsibility to build skills and confidence. This ‘learning on the 
job’ is, however, fairly limited within the context of the project whereby the primary focus of 
the session is on the young participants, and it should be noted that the shadows who 
improved the most in this area were those who had the commitment and resources to put 
the training immediately into practice through their own music making and other 
employment. As stated by shadow music leader KS, 

“I am far more confident using technology to make a track on Logic. After completing a 
course on Logic and setting up my own equipment at home, I feel far more confident 
in group sessions to set up and record. Working with Paul (Music Leader) at 
Ardenleigh has also allowed me to observe this process in a calmer and step by step 
way. I have had the opportunity to ask him questions and there has been space for 
him to teach me in a more consistent way.” 

 
In addition, we have continued to support 2 shadows, highly skilled Conservatoire 
instrumentalists, in the development of guitar skills in order to support their accompanying 
skills and ability to lead songwriting sessions, through funding guitar lessons outside of the 
project as part of our CPD offer. As stated by shadow music leader KS, this has had a 
significant impact, 

“I am very happy with my current guitar skills. They are continuing to improve and I am 
really enjoying myself too! I am much more confident with a wide range of chords.” 

 
We continue to engage with other referral organisations/settings through correspondence, 
meetings, by presenting project opportunities to their young people and through inviting 
them to disseminate material at our marketplace signposting session (Spurgeons Young 
Carers, Stonham Home Group, Musical Connections/Brainstorm, PAUSE/Forward Thinking 
Birmingham sites, Solar/BSMHFT sites, Blue Whale Studios, LouDeemy, The Rep, Arts All 
Over The Place, etc). We have had representation/promotional material at annual 
community engagement open days/celebrations at BSMHFT sites across the city. We have 
attended numerous local strategic health events to promote the work that we have done on 
the Wavelength project including: Reach Out Recovery Partners, 14.5.18 (led by BSMHFT, 
St Andrew’s Healthcare, NHS South Staffordshire & Shropshire HFT) and MASH 
(Mentoring & Advocacy Support Hub) Building Community Based Wellbeing Provision for 
People with Lived Experience of Mental Health, Oct 2017. We attended the Culture, Health 
and Wellbeing Alliance launch (bringing together the National Alliance for Arts, Health and 
Wellbeing with the National Alliance for Museums, Health and Wellbeing and also 
presented our own symposium called ‘Take Note, Music Aids Recovery’ in September 
2017, with a keynote presentation from Alex Coulter representing the All Party 
Parliamentary Group for Arts, Health and Wellbeing, related to their 2 year inquiry report 
titled ‘ Creative Health, The Arts for Health and Wellbeing’. The day was advertised as 
being of interest to health and social care professionals, voluntary and arts organisations 
and individual practitioners. 60 delegates attended the day, including current and potential 
beneficiaries of the project, current and potential referral partners, and both arts and health 
organisations and practitioners seeking to develop similar work or partnerships in other 
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regions, or more locally in partnership.  
 
Our social media presence is strong and we regularly share learning and resources on our 
own platforms and Youth Music Network, as detailed above. 
 
 
This section is related to Youth Music Outcome 5: 
 
Outcome: To develop families' and mental health professionals' understanding and 

knowledge of the therapeutic value of music making for early intervention and 
create an evidence base for this work. 

Indicators: Parent and mental health trainees' self‐assessment of their own 

understanding/knowledge of the therapeutic value of music‐making for early 
intervention. 
Numbers of parents/mental health professionals attending training 
opportunities. 
Numbers of parents/mental health professional's accessing online blog, 
impact reports, learning seminar. 
Number of testimonials/quotes about the project impact in participant case 
studies. 

Evidence:  Training evaluations from parents/ mental health professionals. 
Registers/booking forms for training opportunities. 
Data on number of blog visits/annual impact report link 'likes' and 'shares' by 
parent/mental health professional trainees. 
Register for learning seminar. 
Case studies and annual impact reports (and data/quotes within these). 

 
In Year 3 we have continued our partnership with Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health 
Trust’s Recovery College to deliver training for parents and mental health service staff to 
achieve this outcome. These sessions were attended by a mix of Wavelength parents, 
carers, mental health staff and adult service users. We entitled the sessions ‘Music Making 
to Aid Recovery and Build Resilience.’ 
 
The sessions took 17 trainees through the Wavelength approach to group sessions, giving 
information regarding why we do certain activities and what the benefits were. These 
sessions were very well received. Feedback included: 

• 100% said the training was excellent 

• 100% stated that they understood the benefits of music making for recovery/ building 
resilience by the end of the session 

 
Quotes from trainees attending the courses we ran in conjunction with the Recovery 
College include: 

• “I think music can immensely help because of the bonds you form and the thoughts 
you can express.” 

• “It’s eye opening to see how music can be used as a time out fun activity.” 

• “The best thing is the togetherness.” 

•  “The best thing is to make people confident in playing and writing songs.” 

•  “It focusses you on something outside of self, building self-esteem.” 

• “[Music] allows you to share your thoughts in a safe way.” 

• “Making music helps me to express myself.” 
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In Year 3, 4 parents have been actively engaged within the project sessions, taking part 
and supporting as appropriate for the participants, so have seen first-hand the impact that 
music making can have. In addition, we’ve continued a strong partnership with Stonham 
Home Group who have run our family support sessions during group sessions. 8 parents 
benefitted from regular support/advice from Home Group and all were signposted to further 
support networks and help as a result of this input. We feel these family support sessions 
are very important for parents to gain support on a regular basis and Stonham Home Group 
have committed to supporting project sessions in the future on an in-kind basis, as they can 
see the impact of their work.  
Parental feedback about the benefits of music making includes: 

• “I feel that whatever level of musical skill you have, be it playing an instrument, 
enjoying singing even if you can’t or just listening, music allows us to connect with 
our emotions and gives a point of connection for many people who struggle to 
express themselves. When young people with mental health conditions get involved 
with music it gives them a release from their situation and a different point of focus, 
offers those working with them insight into what’s in their mind, allowing them to 
connect with others and share their ideas, empower them to put energy into 
something that they can personal own. It builds confidence and gives meaning to 
life.” (Parent of Participant C2) 

• “Music brings people together, stops you feeling so isolated. It is an enjoyable time, 
where you can forget about worries.” (Parent of Participant O3) 

• “Music is a great tool to express yourself, feelings and emotions. It is also something 
which can be a shared interest between friends, creating social situations and a 
feeling of 'fitting in' in a group. In this way I think it is of great benefit to young people 
with mental health conditions.” (Parent of Participant H) 

• “Music can be so liberating for people giving them a vehicle for self-expression and a 
sense of achievement. I think especially being able to express and unlock their 
thoughts and feelings is so important.” (Grandparent of Participant A) 

 
We have shared all blogs on our social media and with partners on the steering group. Most 
parents of core participants have joined our social media accounts to access the 
information. BSMHFT’s Community Engagement Team is sharing blogs on their intranet 
across the Trust. 
 
Additionally, as mentioned, we have produced an online seminar which will be shared 
across social media platforms and via relevant partner sites in September 2018 
(https://tinyurl.com/WavelengthOnlineSeminar). This will share our learning, project model, 

evaluation and case study data and challenges. We hope that this online resource will help 
to support other arts organisations working within the wellbeing sector across the UK. 
 
 
Additional relevant information regarding Year 3 
 
Full match funding of £9500 was achieved thanks to a grant from the Clive and Sylvia  
Richards Charity which ensured no significant changes to the Y3 programme. With the 
permission from Youth Music, we decided to change from delivering a physical seminar to 
an online one where the artistic team and partners have contributed vlogs.  
 

https://tinyurl.com/WavelengthOnlineSeminar
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In addition to the grant from the Clive and Sylvia Charity, we were successful in gaining 
further support from The Grantham Yorke Trust (£5000) and Services for Education 
Birmingham Music Education Partnership (£3333). This additional funding will ensure we 
can deliver additional activity until the end of December 2018. We are also through to the 
final stage of a BBC Children In Need funding application and find out in October whether 
we have been successful. If we do obtain this grant, this would provide another 3 years of 
support for Wavelength, from Jan 2019.  
 
It was hoped that by this stage we would achieve more funding directly from the NHS but 
due to the current financial climate and cuts within the health sector, this has not been fully 
realised. However, we are pleased to say that both the Parkview Clinic (Birmingham 
Children’s Hospital) and Ardenleigh (BSMHFT) have bought in the project model on a small 
scale for some additional sessions over the summer of 2018. 
 

In Year 3 we have worked hard to develop our strategic partnerships, particularly with 
Forward Thinking Birmingham (FTB) in order to sustain the Wavelength project into the 
future. This has been challenging due to the increasing workload and demand on our 
partners. We have had, however, a committed project steering group with 'on the ground' 
representatives from BSMHFT, FTB - Birmingham Children’s Hospital Parkview Clinic, 
Ardenleigh Forensic CAMHS, Mac Makes Music, Birmingham Music Education Partnership 
and Solihull Music Service. On consultation, we amended our steering group meetings to 
longer meetings on a bi-annual basis, to ensure attendees had enough opportunities to 
contribute to discussions as well as hear updates. These meetings also focused on next 
steps for the project, including activity development and fundraising opportunities. As 
reported last year, across the project attendance from senior strategic staff hasn’t always 
been as consistent as we’d like, particularly from FTB, due to capacity issues. This year we 
directly addressed our concerns with FTB and have gained a written commitment to 
improved partnership working in the future, for both Wavelength continuation activity and 
our new ‘Plugin’ inpatient project, which is a step forwards. Both FTB and BSMHFT 
organisations have nominated senior staff to provide a level of commitment to attend future 
meetings and we feel that this is a really positive step forward. 

Due to the support we have had from the inpatient settings, we have submitted a Youth 
Music Fund B application to develop, enhance and expand this element of the project. If 
successful, this will enable us to deliver activities within 5 settings in Birmingham over the 
next 3 years, further expanding our work within the mental health sector through developing 
new strategic and delivery partners. Additionally, in March 2018 we were successful in 
achieving an Arts Council organisational development grant for our work within the adult 
wellbeing sector and it is hoped that learning from this programme will significantly impact 
upon our work with young people as well.  
 
 
Reflections and Lessons Learned Summary 
 
As this is the final year of funding from Youth Music, below we give a summary of lessons 
learned and reflections from the whole 3 years. 
 
We believe that we have achieved the main aim and outcomes set at the beginning of the 
programme: 
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To provide: 

• access to practical music making for young people aged 14-25 with diagnosed 
mental health conditions, and those with other illnesses/conditions/disabilities 
affecting their mental health 

• workforce development and a support network for participants and families  
in order to develop musical skills, emotional literacy and resilience and improve life 

chances. 

 

As can be seen in this report and out impact reports from year 1 and 2, a variety of 
evidence has been gathered against each project outcome, illustrating the particular 
journeys of young people participating in the project. As expected, having different sources 
of evidence has been beneficial to gain a rounded view of the impact the project has had. 
This is particularly important when working within the mental health sector as the evidence 
collected can be significantly skewed depending on how participants are feeling on any 
given day. 

Over the project duration we have slightly revised the project structure in relation to 
scheduling of one-to-one sessions and the creative focus of each group session. We have 
found that it has been important to have some activity that young people can access on a 
weekly basis and having a regular routine is something that young people with mental 
health conditions seem to prefer. Also, having one to one sessions scheduled across one 
day per month (with 2 artists working at the same time to ensure no lone working) works on 
several levels: firstly, less sessions are wasted if young people are unable to attend due to 
ill health, as sessions can be reallocated to other participants attending on the day, offering 
double sessions or reallocating that slot to young people on the ‘on call’ waiting list to 
attend if a slot becomes available; secondly, young people who struggle in group sessions 
can be offered the opportunity to collaborate with another young musician (by pairing up 
one-to-one sessions, so 2 individuals work with 2 artists) as there will always be 2 sessions 
happening at the same time.  

To ensure that young people don't have creative fatigue in group sessions, we have slightly 
amended the project structure to build in additional time for revisiting and refinement of 
group material, ensuring that there is no pressure to finish a song each month and 
providing time for completion to a good standard and more time to rehearse as a group. 

Some young people with severe mental health conditions are unlikely to be able to attend 
larger group activities due to risks associated with their conditions or extreme anxiety after 
one year of engagement and we have learnt that we need to include a 'half-way' option 
where they can collaborate in pairs as a next step. Whilst our revised scheduling of one-to-
one sessions has accommodated this, we recognise that not all young people are ready for 
this step in year 1 and that this progression may need to be supported over the course of 
more than one year to build up the confidence to be able to access full group activity. We 
will build this into future programmes that we develop. 

Over the programme we have had a larger number of core participants involved from 
inpatient settings and a lower number of core participants involved in our community-based 
group activities than expected, particularly in Year 3 where retention and sporadic 
attendance has been an issue due to the significant mental health conditions of those 
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recruited. Due to the demand from inpatients wanting to engage we are currently 
fundraising for a new programme called Plugin which will be solely based in inpatient 
wards. 

A particular success and challenge has been the involvement of parents in Wavelength 
sessions. Throughout the project we have provided the flexibility for parents to support their 
child in attending sessions where this has been needed. Without this offer several of our 
participants would never had accessed group activities, so it was necessary provision to 
support engagement. We had envisaged that this supervision would probably just be for the 
first few sessions but for some parents, they have become as much a participant in the 
project as their child, and have really valued the opportunity to improve bonds with their 
child through music-making. Although this is a success in some respects, as it shows that 
parents see the value of the programme and benefit as much as the young person, this can 
be off-putting to other participants who prefer not to have parents in the room. The way we 
have got around this is that, as well as offering monthly family support sessions with 
Stonham Home Group, we have also offered the parents the opportunity to create their own 
piece of music, in a separate room. That way, they are still on hand if their child needs 
them, but far enough away to let go and allow their child to have the space to flourish on 
their own. This has worked very well this year and these parents are now strong advocates 
for the project and appreciate the benefits that creative music making can have upon 
building positive mental health. Involving parents/carers/key workers is key to success in 
measuring the wider impact but their involvement also needs to be managed to ensure 
young people can grow independently. 

Participants have been recruited to the Wavelength project from across Birmingham and 
Solihull, which is quite a geographical spread. Therefore, young people living on the 
extremes of both borders have a long way to travel to our project venue, which can be an 
issue for independent travellers using public transport in winter months. In Year 3 we have 
been able to deliver some sessions in Solihull to help participants from that area and that 
side of Birmingham to access group activities, but this has then provided challenges for 
residents of North Birmingham. Whilst we have provided taxis for participants who are 
young carers or are looked after children, where parents/carers would struggle to bring 
them, but this has been costly and for future programmes it may be beneficial to split 
delivery equally between the 2 locations, with 2 artists working in each area. This would 
ensure that participants would not have as far to travel. Sessions in Solihull have only been 
possible due to the in kind support from Solihull Engage. If delivery was split in the future, 
funding applications would need to include a budget for venue hire in that location. 

As an organisation, we will continue to embed the ‘Do, Review, Improve’ quality framework 
across all programmes but we will ensure that when the artistic team undertake peer 
reviews, they have to identify development areas for the person they are observing as they 
can be 'too nice'! However, our reflection and evaluations show that our delivery team have 
huge amounts of experience and expertise that would be useful to share with others.  

An outstanding element of the Wavelength programme relates to practice sharing, and we 
are planning to launch an online ‘on demand’ seminar in late September to share our 
project model and learning. The online seminar has given space for all project staff to 
contribute material, giving viewpoints and sharing their practice and will provide an online 
resource bank to use in future training and to share with the sector. Developing this online 
seminar (instead of physical one) has been challenging in terms of capacity and time 
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needed to edit videos. We see the huge benefits of increasing resources online but we 
have learned that we need to include support for videoing, editing and time for marketing 
and this is something we will consider in the future. 

Quench Arts is committed to further developing our Wellbeing work, in particular within 
mental health and focused on young people, where young people face barriers to 
mainstream provision and where early intervention can make such a huge difference to 
their lives. Locally, demand for youth mental health provision is growing but is unmatched 
by available resources, meaning waiting times for support can be long and thresholds for 
support are increasing. 

Our priorities are focused in 4 areas: 

1. Working with young people on an early intervention/recovery basis through community-
based activities to build resilience, using music to support them to express emotions and 
connect with others, building a support network of peers with similar interests and 
experiences around them. To achieve this, we’re committed to sustaining Wavelength, 
benefitting additional new participants. 

2. Developing work with young people with serious mental health conditions, through 
inpatient activity in acute/secure settings, using music to support recovery and build 
transferable skills, whilst developing their self-esteem by enabling them to achieve. These 
young people often have no access to musical opportunities as audiences or participants. 
To achieve this, we’re fundraising for a new inpatient project across Birmingham called 
‘Plugin’. Where possible, inpatient delivery will support progression of young people into our 
community activity, aiding transition on discharge. 

3. Providing training and support for music leaders to develop skills and confidence in 
working in the mental health sector, through training courses and shadowing opportunities. 
This will develop the capacity of the local workforce to address the above priorities and 
meet growing demand. 

4. Sharing learning from Wavelength and other wellbeing programmes regionally, to 
encourage other NHS Trusts to consider similar programmes of work. This activity has 
been built into future wellbeing programmes. 

We’ll continue to engage current Wavelength participants until Dec’18 at least (and beyond 
if we are successful with pending funding applications) supporting ongoing development 
through personal progression planning, including signposting (both within the arts and in 
general). 

 
Links: 
 
Photographs from the End of Year Sharing: 
https://www.facebook.com/quench.arts.3/media_set?set=a.1059389060894148&type=3&fb
_dtsg_ag=Adw-tZR6PgCG5lVVzP8wdyV-vgG50W2-
b9UhjKQboTDJBQ%3AAdw94xQGYc7M67YpxB4xp6sFvYlpQdD8tnW7ORSYEJoOAg 
 

https://www.facebook.com/quench.arts.3/media_set?set=a.1059389060894148&type=3&fb_dtsg_ag=Adw-tZR6PgCG5lVVzP8wdyV-vgG50W2-b9UhjKQboTDJBQ%3AAdw94xQGYc7M67YpxB4xp6sFvYlpQdD8tnW7ORSYEJoOAg
https://www.facebook.com/quench.arts.3/media_set?set=a.1059389060894148&type=3&fb_dtsg_ag=Adw-tZR6PgCG5lVVzP8wdyV-vgG50W2-b9UhjKQboTDJBQ%3AAdw94xQGYc7M67YpxB4xp6sFvYlpQdD8tnW7ORSYEJoOAg
https://www.facebook.com/quench.arts.3/media_set?set=a.1059389060894148&type=3&fb_dtsg_ag=Adw-tZR6PgCG5lVVzP8wdyV-vgG50W2-b9UhjKQboTDJBQ%3AAdw94xQGYc7M67YpxB4xp6sFvYlpQdD8tnW7ORSYEJoOAg
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Monthly blog posts on the Youth Music Network, written by our artistic team who were given 
guidance on topics to write about: 
 

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/keeping-current-sarah-wilson-lead-artist-
quench-arts%25E2%2580%2599-wavelength-project 

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/supporting-quieter-members-group-
%25E2%2580%2593-my-techniques-ensuring-everyone-involved-shadow-artist 

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/value-mentoring-meldra-guza-quench-
arts%25E2%2580%2599-wavelength-project-lead-artist 

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/value-always-gaining-new-skills-woodwind-player-
why-i%E2%80%99ve-started-learn-guitar-katie-stevens-shadow 

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/me-10-years-time-what-i-hope-i%E2%80%99ll-be-
doing-world-community-music-and-how-my-time-wavelength-has 

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/development-parents-musicians-why-has-been-
important-wavelength-project-paul-carroll-quench-arts%E2%80%99 

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/keeping-technology-%E2%80%93-how-keep-date-
new-technology-enhance-practice-james-stanley-lead-musician  

• https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/value-music-making-wellbeing-sector-
%E2%80%93-why-i-think-it-important-michelle-holloway-shadow-artist  

 
Soundcloud link to this year’s Wavelength album 
https://soundcloud.com/quench_arts/sets/wavelength-year-3-2018-cd-1 
https://soundcloud.com/quench_arts/sets/wavelength-year-3-2018-cd-2 
 
Online seminar 
https://tinyurl.com/WavelengthOnlineSeminar  
 

Further information about Mental Health First Aid training: 
http://mhfaengland.org/  

Further information about the Five Ways to Wellbeing and Outcomes Star: 
http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/entry/five-ways-to-well-being   

http://www.outcomesstar.org.uk/mental-health/ 

 
Wavelength Thanks 
 
We would like to give huge thanks to all of the parents, support workers and setting staff 
who have supported our participants to attend sessions, and to our project artistic team for 
their hard work and tenacity: 
 
Lead Artists:  Paul Carroll, Meldra Guza, James Stanley, Sarah Wilson 
 
Shadow Artists:  Davina Brownrigg, Michelle Holloway, Katie Stevens, Jake Cross 

 
Parkview/Ardenleigh Artists:  

Katie Stevens, Davina Brownrigg, Michelle Holloway, Paul Carroll  
James Stanley, Meldra Guza  

 
Parent Support Worker (Home Group): Joanne Tysall 

https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/keeping-current-sarah-wilson-lead-artist-quench-arts%25E2%2580%2599-wavelength-project
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/keeping-current-sarah-wilson-lead-artist-quench-arts%25E2%2580%2599-wavelength-project
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/supporting-quieter-members-group-%25E2%2580%2593-my-techniques-ensuring-everyone-involved-shadow-artist
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/supporting-quieter-members-group-%25E2%2580%2593-my-techniques-ensuring-everyone-involved-shadow-artist
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/value-mentoring-meldra-guza-quench-arts%25E2%2580%2599-wavelength-project-lead-artist
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/posts/value-mentoring-meldra-guza-quench-arts%25E2%2580%2599-wavelength-project-lead-artist
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/value-always-gaining-new-skills-woodwind-player-why-i%E2%80%99ve-started-learn-guitar-katie-stevens-shadow
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/value-always-gaining-new-skills-woodwind-player-why-i%E2%80%99ve-started-learn-guitar-katie-stevens-shadow
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/me-10-years-time-what-i-hope-i%E2%80%99ll-be-doing-world-community-music-and-how-my-time-wavelength-has
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/me-10-years-time-what-i-hope-i%E2%80%99ll-be-doing-world-community-music-and-how-my-time-wavelength-has
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/development-parents-musicians-why-has-been-important-wavelength-project-paul-carroll-quench-arts%E2%80%99
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/development-parents-musicians-why-has-been-important-wavelength-project-paul-carroll-quench-arts%E2%80%99
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/keeping-technology-%E2%80%93-how-keep-date-new-technology-enhance-practice-james-stanley-lead-musician
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/keeping-technology-%E2%80%93-how-keep-date-new-technology-enhance-practice-james-stanley-lead-musician
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/value-music-making-wellbeing-sector-%E2%80%93-why-i-think-it-important-michelle-holloway-shadow-artist
https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/value-music-making-wellbeing-sector-%E2%80%93-why-i-think-it-important-michelle-holloway-shadow-artist
https://soundcloud.com/quench_arts/sets/wavelength-year-3-2018-cd-2
https://tinyurl.com/WavelengthOnlineSeminar
http://mhfaengland.org/
http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/entry/five-ways-to-well-being
http://www.outcomesstar.org.uk/mental-health/
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In addition we would like to thank our project funders who have made this project possible: 
Youth Music, Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust, Birmingham 
Children’s Hospital Charity, Birmingham Music Education Partnership, Clive and Sylvia 
Richards Charity, The Grantham Yorke Trust and W.A. Cadbury Charitable Trust. 
 
We have a strong, committed group of project partners on our project steering group and 
would like to take this opportunity to thank all involved for their support, time and advice.  
 
Thanks also to our other referral organisations/settings who have taken the time to answer 
correspondence, attend meetings, allow us to presenting project opportunities to their 
young people and forwarded material for us to display at our marketplace session. 
 
 

 

                 

       

 

 

Grantham Yorke Trust 
 


